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INTRODUCTION

In the last years of the XIX century the influence of the Christian parties in the Netherlands grew stronger. They demanded the application of Christian values in politics. Their role in introducing the Ethical Policy in Indonesia was decisive. The Ethical Policy was important because it emphasized the role of the indigenous inhabitants in government. According to this idea, the colonial land should be governed for the sake of the indigenous, and not for the motherland; a government of the Indies for the Indies.

In general the ideas of the Ethical Policy created a political atmosphere which favoured the early works of the Javanese mission, that is, the initiatives of Fathers Hoevenaars and Frans van Lith. The great role of Father van Lith, which is the center of the study, could not be excluded from this political shift. It should be emphasized, however, that the thesis is not a biography but rather an attempt to describe the main ideas of Father van Lith’s missionary work which contributed so much to shaping the identity of the Catholic Church in Indonesia. Anyhow, a brief description of Father van Lith’s life is necessary to place his missionary ideas in the proper context of his time.

Franciscus Georgius Josephus van Lith was born on May 17, 1863 at Dirschot, Brabant, the Netherlands. On September 18, 1881 Frans van Lith entered the novitiate of the Dutch Jesuits at Mariàndaal. He then did his three years of philosophy at Stonyhurst, England. After three years of theology at Maastricht, he was ordained to the priesthood on September 8, 1894. A year later, he was sent to Drogen, Belgium, to begin the last step of his Jesuit formation, the tertianship. In October, 1896 he was already in the island of Java to carry out missionary work among the Javanese.

The most important and influential contribution among Father van Lith’s missionary initiatives was the foundation of the Xavier College at Muntian, in Central Java, where he worked for twenty
four years, from 1897 to 1921. Besides his direct activities for the Catholic Church, he was also involved in educational, cultural, and political affairs for the good of the native people, especially the Javanese. His precarious health forced him to return briefly to the Netherlands for medical treatment in 1921.

With the consent of the Jesuit General, in 1924 Father van Lith returned to Indonesia regardless of the opposition of many Jesuits in the mission because of his progressive position on political and theological issues. At the beginning of 1926 Father van Lith's health began to deteriorate. On January 9, 1926 he died at Semarang and was buried in the Catholic cemetery of Muntilan.

When the Dutch Jesuits came to Indonesia in 1859, practically the whole present Indonesian archipelago was their mission field. Thousands of islands with different languages, cultures, and customs made it impossible for the Jesuits alone to accomplish their missionary work. At the end of the 18th century the Jesuit Superiors decided to hand over some mission fields to other religious Congregations. Time has proved that this decision and then the arrival of Father van Lith in Indonesia became the turning point for the Catholic Church. With Father van Lith, the Catholic Church of Indonesia emerged into a new and definitive era.

To describe more or less completely the missionary vision and approach of Father van Lith, I consulted the unpublished sources, namely the letters of Father van Lith to Mgr. Edmundus Luypen (the Vicar of Satavia, 1897-1923), to the Dutch Provincials (1896-1924), to the Superiores Missionis (1897-1923), to the Jesuit Generals (1911-1923), to A. P. van Idenburg (Governor General, 1909-1916), and to fellow Jesuits (1896-1924). The letters are conserved in the Archives of the Archdiocese of Jakarta (Jakarta), the Archives of the Jesuit Province of Indonesia (Semarang, Central Java), the Archives of the Jesuit Province of the Netherlands (Nijmegen), and Archivum Romanum Societatis Jesu (Rome). Besides the considerable number of letters, Father van Lith also left hundreds of pages of manuscripts and many articles which were published in diverse periodicals.
The other unpublished documents which were consulted for this study are: the letters of the Jesuits in the mission to the Dutch Provincials, to the Jesuit Generals, to the Vicars of Batavia, and to the Superiores Missionis in the period of 1859-1926; the letters of Rome (from the General Curia of the Jesuits and the Propaganda Fide); the reports of the consult meetings of the Jesuits in the Netherlands in the period of 1847-1926; the collections and comments of the governmental decree in the period of 1608-1920.

The thesis consists of two parts divided into seven chapters. Part One deals with the period before the missionary work among the Javanese was initiated. The first chapter gives a very general idea of Indonesia from geographical, historical, and cultural points of view. The second chapter treats the first phase of the Jesuit mission in the eastern part of Indonesia, the Moluccas (1546-1677). The third chapter describes the return of the Catholic missionaries to Indonesia after being banished by the Dutch Company. The fourth chapter deals with the arrival of the Dutch Jesuits and the efforts to open the missionary work among the natives.

Part Two deals exclusively with the Javanese mission and is divided into three chapters. The fifth chapter describes how the missionary work among the Javanese were initiated and gives some reasons for the tardiness of the work. The sixth chapter emphasizes the turning point of the missionary approach introduced by Father van Lith. The last chapter (Chapter VII) concentrates on the ideas of Father van Lith and their realization in more detail and more specifically.

I chose the Chapter VII for the publication of the excerpt because it describes more or less completely the discussion which remains actual for the Catholic Church in our time, that is, how to bring Christ's message without offending the cultural sense of the local people. Then, it shows the most important contribution and role of Father van Lith in building the identity of the Catholic Church in Indonesia. Finally, practically the whole Chapter VII narrates very clearly the turning point of the Catholic Church's approach in the missionary work.
THE IDEAS OF FATHER VAN LITH AND THEIR REALIZATION

When the first two Dutch Jesuits came to Indonesia in July, 1819, the colonial policy of Cultuurstelsel had still in vigour. The letters of Father J. Pailvsky to the Dutch Provincials showed that the native attitude of the Javanese towards the "white gobn" was caused by this policy. The Cultuurstelsel was an application of conservative colonial policy which justified the right of the mother country (the Netherlands) to obtain economic benefits from the colonial possessions (Indonesia). The policy brought abundant welfare for the Netherlands, but caused a miserable condition in the colonial land, particularly for the inhabitants in Java.

With the victory of the Liberal Party in the Netherlands, the practice of the Cultuurstelsel in the colonial land was gradually abolished. Then the liberal ideas replaced the conservative policy. Private enterprise grew rapidly in Java and Sumatra. The growth of free enterprise required the improvement of public service. About 1870, throughout the island of Java and in the northern part of Sumatra the government installed the telephone and telegraph; railroads were constructed to connect the towns which had economic resources; inter-island shipping lines also became more regular and frequent.

In the last decade of the nineteenth century the influence of the Christian parties grew stronger. They demanded the application of Christian values in politics. Their role in introducing the Liberal Policy in Indonesia was decisive. The introduction of the

1 "Instead of paying to the colonial government a certain proportion of their crops, the indigenous inhabitants were to put all the disposable of their land to the service of the colony, '"

2 J. Pailvsky (1858-1940) to the Dutch Provincials. Archief Nederlandsch-Indisch Staatarchief (ABCH), Guusvier 104.

Ethical Policy was an important shift for Indonesia because it emphasized the role of the indigenous inhabitants in the government. According to this idea, the colonial land should be governed for the sake of the indigenous inhabitants, and not for the motherland: a government of the Indies for the Indies.

The Throne Speech of Queen Wilhelmina on September 17, 1901, marked the triumph of the Christian parties in promoting the ideas of the Ethical Policy in Indonesia. Queen Wilhelmina specifically mentioned the moral duty of the Dutch to promote civilization in Indonesia and tolerance among the diverse races. However, the government always argued that the task of providing education and health care for the Indies was beyond the resources of the government. In these spheres, mission schools and hospitals, subsidized by government funds, could relieve some of the government's responsibility.

In the early twentieth century, the practice of subsidizing the mission activities by the government became more and more common; a fact that later was regarded by the missionaries as a mixed blessing. The Catholic missionaries were suspected to be the collaborators of the Dutch colonists. For the future of the Catholics in Indonesia, it was necessary that the missionaries put the question in the right place:

"The mission is not, and will never be, a Dutch influential post which for that reason enjoys the protection of the Dutch government. The Dutch government in Indonesia supports the mission schools because the government had proposed to bring the Javanese people to further progress and to have independence. It is in the mission schools that the government discovers the..."


powerful means to reach that goal".

In general the ideas of the Ethical Policy created a political atmosphere which favoured the early work of the Javanese mission, the initiatives of Fathers Hoevenaars and van Lith. The Dutch government in Indonesia, however, interpreted the idea of the Ethical Policy from the colonial point of view. In a certain sense, the method of Father Hoevenaars towards the Javanese was also in this direction. The government, for example, proposed some programmes for the improvement of the indigenous education, health care, etc. Unfortunately, only the government could take the initiative and decisions. Participation by the indigenous was practically excluded. It is understandable if the policy was judged to be too paternalistic.

Father van Lith did not criticise the Ethical Policy because the idea in itself was praiseworthy. He did not criticise the method of the government either. Instead of creating unnecessary conflict with the government, he preferred to take advantage of the favourable policy for the interest of the indigenous through his own method. Co-operating with anyone and any institution as long as it was for the good of the indigenous was the common pattern of Father van Lith's policy.


The letters, the programmes and other writings of Father van Lith showed his sincere efforts to deal with the Dutch and Javanese officials, his sincere attitude and his broad relations would favour his work, and free him from any suspicion. See P.G.N. Schreurs. Terug in het vrije van Franciscus Xavierius, het herstel van de Katholieke Missie in Maluku 1869-1940, Tilburg, 1992, pp. 156-163.
1. THE INDIGENOUS EDUCATION: XAVIER COLLEGES AT MUNTILAN

Choosing education as a means of missionary work was not new for the Jesuits in Indonesia. The appointment of Father van den Elzen, who had been a rector of the Jesuit College at Sittard, to be one of the first Jesuit missionaries in Indonesia reflected the strategy of the missionary work. The Provincial, Father van Gulick, had expressed his great desire to begin the missionary work in Indonesia by building a college. Although his desire was judged to be unrealistic, the choice of Father van den Elzen showed that the idea of the Dutch Provincial to have a Jesuit college in the mission never ceased.

Two years after his arrival, Father van den Elzen wrote that to form a generation of solid Catholics in Indonesia, Catholic schools were the first priority. And since he could not leave his priestly ministries, he invited the Brothers of Oudenbosch (OSA), and the Ursuline Sisters (OSU) to come to Surabaya. The Brothers came in 1862, and worked for the boys school. The Sisters, who came one year later, taught in the school for girls. In the following years, the Jesuits opened mission schools in other places, such as Laransuka (Flores), Minahasa (Celebes), Piajarua (Timor), Sejiram (Bovane), etc. The reason was more or less similar: to implant the Catholic life in the new generation or to build contact with the local natives.

---

* "Consultationes." Den Haag, April 30, 1855. ARCH, 1a, no. 11a.


---


---

The letters and writings of Father van Lith showed that his ideas about the school at Mantilan and the indigenous education in general came to maturity through his previous experiences. The "disastrous experience" of his early years in Java taught him that before starting the missionary work, learning the language and local culture was an indispensable obligation for missionaries:

"If the missionaries want to bring the non-Christian people to Christ, they have to find the starting point for the evangelization. The heart of these people was their religion. If they are ignorant, they will lose also the starting point to promote the good news in their hearts. In the island of Java, in particular, where the most civilized people among the whole archipelago lived, learning Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and the Javanese culture is an indispensable obligation for missionaries. These religious had flourished, but the animism was never uprooted from the heart of the people."[12]

On the other hand the experience of Kyahi Sadrach, a Javanese Protestant preacher or "guru," impressed him very much. Again and again he invited the missionaries to appreciate the local culture and to place themselves on the same level with the Javanese, and not above them. In his article (which was never published), he encouraged his fellow missionaries to place themselves as the fellow citizens with the Javanese.

"If we, the Dutchmen, wish to remain in Java and live in peace and enjoy the beauty and the riches of this beloved island, then there is a requirement, that we have to learn to treat the Javanese as our brothers. In the midst of the Javanese we don't have to act as rulers, or as masters, or as commanders, but as citizens among fellow citizens."

We have to learn to adapt ourselves, to learn to know the language of the people and their custom; only by so doing we can make friendship with them.\footnote{13}

The success of Kyahi Sadradj's preaching among the Javanese people convinced Father van Lith that educating the indigenous people had multiple advantages\footnote{13}.

In July, 1902 Father van Lith, at the request of the Superior Missionary, wrote his "Program and Method of the Javanese mission." In his programme of twenty pages he described his ideas and his position on the questions and problems concerning the Catholic Church in dealing with the Javanese\footnote{14}. About the idea of the indigenous education at Mustiilan he wrote:

"To attain a solid school for the boys we will be obliged to intern - as many as possible - the sons of the village chiefs. We do not have to provide the clothes for them; we only have to give them food...

The education, which we will give to these boys must be solid and to the greatest extent. To attain this ambitious aim there is no other way than to set up a small college: priest as the headmaster, two scholasticas, and some indigenous teachers. Aside from teaching they have to take part also in the games with the boys, so that in the long run the spirit and hearts of the boys will be under the influence of the Christian spirit which was animated by the hearts of their teachers. For a limited number of boys the teaching will be at such a level that their knowledge will not be inferior to the alumni of the governmental schools. The formation of their character should be excellent so that...

\footnote{13} "Over Javanese Beduenden en Dorfijs." [p. 51]. The article was sent to St. Cleverendon, however, its content was judged to be too personal and could offend the other missionaries. Therefore, it remained unpublished and was conserved in Archief Cleverndon. Donnier J., Bundel A. "Wilgen wijd Nederlanders op Java blijven en daar in vrede wonen en genieten van de schoonheid en den rijkdom van dit uitgestrekte eiland, dan is het een geweldige eisch dat wij leeren ons met de Javanen te verbergen. Niet als overheersers, niet als meesters, niet als consumenten, maar heer en meester der Javanen, maar als burgers onder medeburgers. Wij moeten ons zelfen leeren aanpassen, de taal die volks en hun gewoonten leeren kennen. En er naar streven ons met hen te bevrienden." See also "Kyahi Sadradj," pp. [60-68]; [90-101]; [188-198].

\footnote{14} Cfr. "Kyahi Sadradj," pp. (122-147); (203-213); (255-264).

"Plan en werkwijze der Java-missie," was sent to Father G. Nellings, the Superior Missionaries."
they can work in the governmental elementary schools, or become governmental officials, or continue their education in the Javanese medical school [Stovia: School tot opleiding van inlandsche artsen]. Those who cannot pursue these requirements will return to their villages to take their fathers' place, to reform their villages into a Christian village (…)."^

1.1. THE INITIAL YEARS, 1900-1912

In February, 1900 two students from Muntilan received a governmental diploma as assistant-teachers. They were among the first students of the old school at Semarang which was founded by Father Hebrans in 1896". a school for the future catechists. At the beginning of 1900 Father van Lith changed the status of the old school to the Kweekschool-A, school for the assistant-teacher with the local language as medium of instruction.

The original reason of this change was cultural. Father van Lith was convinced that to teach religion to the Javanese someone should have reached a certain age, over forty years. Therefore he proposed their students to teach at school, and later at the age of pension to teach religion". The financial shortage and lack of support did not discourage Father van Lith. He transported the material of the old school at Semarang, which had been closed down, and moved to Wemdu, to the new school at Muntilan".

Father van Lith started his ambitious idea for the indigenous education with simple buildings, and in a hidden place a bit far from the main road. His optimum relation with the governmental officials and the local people, however, favoured his initiatives.

"Zbdem., pp. (6-8).
In 1904, the Kweschool-A at Muntilan received subsidy from the government. Although the administration of the school occupied his time, Father van Lith did not leave his previous activities. Circelessly he went to the villages to encourage people to send their children to the elementary mission schools. By 1905, in addition to Muntilan, Father van Lith had opened six other elementary mission schools in the villages around Muntilan. The students of his Kweschool-A taught in these schools.

In July, 1904 Father Martens came to Muntilan from Kei-islands which had been handed over to the missionaries of NNC. He replaced Father D.J. Opdenkamp as the superior for the Javanese mission. Time would tell that the arrival of Father Martens at Muntilan became another decisive factor for the realization of the ideas of Father van Lith, particularly for the indigenous education. Now Father van Lith could leave Muntilan more freely to promote his school because he could entrust the administration of the school to his co-educator, Father Martens.

From time to time the number of students of the Kweschool-A at Muntilan continuously increased and they showed excellent results in the exams. They could have a job in the governmental schools or office with no problem. Those who taught in the schools, however, were paid less than their colleagues who graduated from the governmental schools. In the meantime, the request to embrace Catholicism came from many villages while Father van Lith remained the only missionary who knew the language. In the midst of his promoting education and teaching catechism Father van Lith did not lose his original ideas.

The excellent results of the Kweekschool-A, the increasing number of converts, and the unreversed support of the Superior Missionary encouraged Father van Lith to take a further step. He planned to open a Kweekschool-B, teacher-school with the Dutch language as medium of instruction. In 1903 he had proposed to have schoolmatic, Jesuit brothers and some sisters for Muntian, but Mgr. Luypen and Father C. Helling did not approve of it. Now with the support of Father Hertens, he repeated his urgent request and sent it also to Father Provincial and Father General.

At the beginning Father van Lith had a slow start with the Kweekschool-B. The adjective "Catholic" applied to his school sounded strange. Moreover, the simple buildings at Muntian did not show any difference from the buildings of the common people. The description of one of the first students could help to understand the situation:

"Father van Lith himself visited the governmental schools and spoke with the headmasters to promote and to seek students for his new school. Unfortunately, his tireless efforts seemed in vain because the children were still afraid of that strange name, "Catholic". And some said: what is that poor Dutchman going to do? Opening Kweekschool-B? Impossible! This kind of judgement towards Father van Lith and his schools was common because his house and his schools were very simple; they were of bamboo and not of brick."

---


26 F. van Lith to Mgr. Luypen. Muntian, December 24, 1903; February 22, 1904; March 6, 19, and 30, 1904; Zuiden, Map Muntian; Mgr. Luypen to F. van Lith. Blaars (Bekasi), March 12 and 26, 1904; Zuiden, Map Muntian.


The small number of students for the Kweekschool-a did not disturb
Father van Lith because the government had given permission and
promised subsidy.

At the arrival of four Franciscan sisters at Mendut in 1908,
the idea of Father van Lith to open a boarding school for the
indigenous girls was nearly realized. In the mind of Father van
Lith, the aim of the education for the girls was simple and
practical: the preparation for solid Christian families. The
presence of the Sisters, therefore, was necessary:

"We come to another point, that is, the Sisters. They
will teach some handworks and take care of the education
for the girls: to prepare their roles for a small
nucleus of the future solid Christian families so that
the Christian spirit penetrates the whole region".

In short time this boarding school for the indigenous girls
became very famous, and was popularly known as School of Mendut. In
1911 the school had fifty girls, and increased to two hundred and
fifty in 1919, and five hundred in 1939. Though the administration
of Mendut was entrusted to the Franciscan sisters, the original
idea of Father van Lith was maintained alive thanks to the
foundation of "Association of the R.C. Kweekschool at Muntilan" in
1906. This association managed the external administration for
the schools at Muntilan, Mendut, and later on at Ambarawa.

11, F. van Lith to Mgr. Hoppen.
Muntilan, March 6, 1904. AAAN. Map Muntilan. "Beaard door heersen
een ander opgawe, namelijk zusters, die handwerken leeren en een zeker aantal
mislagen opvoeden, die het vrouwelijk element moeten versterken. Voor die ene
kern van echte Christelijke families, wiens Christelijke geest sinds eeuwen als
een zaardesen de geheel sterk moet doordringen".

12 Cfr. Frans van Lith "Hoe kan het onderwijs in Missie dienen" in A.
Hermann and A. de Wit (eds.)., op. cit., pp. 98-100.
alumnae of Mendoc enjoyed a good image and position in society, and they played a great role in promoting solid Catholic families. It is not an exaggeration to say that they were the pillars of the first Catholic generation.

The progress of the mission schools at Muntilan was not less encouraging than the sister-school at Mendoc. The final aim of Father van Lith, however, was not only to have subsidy from the government. He wanted the mission schools at Muntilan to be recognized by the government, that is, their diplomas to be recognized as equal to those of the governmental schools. For this very ambitious objective Father van Lith had to be able to show to the government that he had a group of qualified teachers. The students had shown the good results in the final exams which were organized by the government. The number of qualified teachers at Muntilan, however, was far from sufficient. To maintain the good achievement Father van Lith, Mertens and van Velzen had to work very hard. Moreover, Father van Lith and Mertens had to give catechism too.

Father van Lith had reported the shortage of teachers at Muntilan to the Jesuit General and Provincial. Father Mertens, in his capacity as the superior for the Javanese mission, described the promising works among the Javanese. Then he earnestly urged the Provincial to send more missionaries for the Javanese mission.

Thanks to the constant information about progress from Muntilan, the long desire of Father van Lith to have some scholastics for his schools finally came to realisation. In 1907 Father General Franz

---

56 The history of the Mendoc and the role of the alumnae of this school were well documented in a historical novel. It was composed by the alumna of Mendoc and was edited by Nogyuwilaya, See V.A. Nanggualiya. Balade Cara-ohr Mendoc (Ballad of Mendoc's Child). Komisius Poyyakarta, 1959. A. Fleischer, "Nabuwat der Druker," in St. Claverbund, 1908, pp. 97-102; M. Timmers, "Toestanden en moeilijkheden te Mendoc," in Zidm, 1913, pp. 1-7; P. V. Anstel, "Nabuwat van Mendoc," in Zidmth, 1921, pp. 102-106.

57 J. Mertens to Father Provincial, Father I. Vogels, Muntilan, December 13, 1908, AMAV, Map 158, Fasc. 1, No. 1.

58 Zibiden.
Werns already wrote to Muntian that he would encourage the Dutch Provincial to send some scholastics to the mission⁷⁵. In 1909, after five months of discussion, the Provincial decided to send three scholastics to make their pastoral years at Muntian, Indonesia⁷⁶.

The presence of the scholastics⁷⁷ was a great contribution for the future of schools at Muntian and also for the Javanese mission in general. According to the idea of Father van Lith, besides teaching at the schools they had to learn the Javanese language and culture. Since they were still young, wrote Father van Lith, they could do more and better than the previous missionaries⁷⁸. The experience showed, however, that the work in the schools hindered them from learning the language for lack of time. Father General himself warned the scholastics on this point⁷⁹.

From September 30, 1910 to March 18, 1911 Father Isidorus Vogels, the Dutch Provincial, made an official visit to Indonesia⁸⁰; it was the first visit of a Dutch Provincial since the mission of Indonesia was entrusted to the Dutch Jesuits. He came to Indonesia with two priests and three new scholastics for Muntian. When he visited Muntian and saw the real situation, he proposed that the work at Muntian should be the main ministry of the Jesuits in


⁷⁷ The names of the first three Dutch Jesuit scholastics are Adrius van Kalman, Leo Alphonsus van Harkvorselt, and Barolomeus Hofman.


Indonesia". While the Dutch Provincial was still in Indonesia, on December 2, 1910 Father General Franz Wernz elevated the Kweekschool at Muntilan to become Xavier College. Father Mertens was appointed as the first rector. With the faculty of five priests, six scholastics, one brother and some indigeneous teachers, Father van Lith sent a request of the recognition for his Kweekschool-B. The request was made possible by the new regulation declared by the Minister of Colony: once the private school received the governmental subsidy, it was also entitled to have official recognition. For this reason, Father van Lith had to go to Bogor many times to meet the Governor General A. P. van Idenburg (1909-1916) in person. His tireless effort was not in vain. On October 16, 1911 the Kweekschool-B at Muntilan received an official visit of the Governor General. A month later, in November, the first four students of the Kweekschool-B had their final exams, and all passed with brilliant results. And on June 25, 1912 the Kweekschool-B at Muntilan got the official recognition, *effectus civilis*.

---

11 E. Engbers to Mgr. Juypen, Malang, September 1, 1909. AAAR: Map Muntilan. See also: the Dizastan, the Relatio, and the letters of Father Isidorus Vogela concerning with his official visit to Indonesia. ANRJ: Map 174, fasc. 1, no. 1-10.

12 *In the Jesuit Catalogue provincias Nederlandsen was written "Collegium inchoatum", the beginning College. Only in 1921 did it become "Collegium Xavierianum."

13 Cfr. The promise of the Minister of Colony, De Haal Malefijt regarding the Kweekschool. The session of the Kwrapanem (the Upper Chamber): Friday, December 30, 1910.

14 Good relation between the two can be observed from the personal letters of the Governor General to Father van Lith. Jesuit Archives of the Indonesian Province (JASP), Map Muntilan.

15 J. Mertens to Father Provincial [Isidorus Vogela], Muntilan, November 2, 1911 and April 30, 1912. ANRJ: Map 168, fasc. 1, nn. 10 and 11.
1.2. THE PROGRESS AND DIFFICULTIES

Some political events at the first decades of the twentieth century influenced, in a certain sense, the destiny of the schools at M又称. The victory of the Japanese army over the Russians in 1945 had influence beyond the boundaries of the countries. The spirit of political emancipation became a new phenomenon in the Asian countries, which were mostly still under the colonization. In Indonesia, the natives asked for more schools and better education; and better education meant a western education, that is, the Dutch language as medium of instruction". Then A.F. van denburg, the former Minister of Colony, became the new Governor General (1939-1916). His positive position towards the private schools was well known even when he was still in his office as the Minister of Colony. According to him, in the matter of education the role of the government was supplementary". In the meanwhile, with the growing extension of the Dutch authority in Indonesia, the need of native administrators with a western education also increased. Therefore, the possibility of being the governmental officials, which was before exclusively a hereditary question, now was based on the achievement in education". All natives had the same opportunity, and good education was the means to find a place in the governmental office. The native education, however, was limited to the elite; only the families which had enough money were able to send their children to the schools.

"After one hundred and thirty years of education, we are still faced with the same problems: education should promote economic development, it should enable people to improve their way of life, it should help them to find


a better job, and to reach a higher level of social integration, etc."

The schools of Father van Lith at Muntilan and Mendut were practically the only private schools which corresponded with the requirements of the time. The fact that they were Catholic schools was beyond consideration; the personality of Father van Lith and his sincere love for the Javanese overcame all barriers. The youth from neighbouring towns such as Solo, Klaten, Yogyakarta, Magelang, etc. came to Muntilan with one desire: to have a good education and then a better job.

In 1912 Father Mertens registered that there were 350 external and 150 internal students at Muntilan. Two years before, the Dutch Provincial, Father I. Vogela, who visited Muntilan in October 1910, described the situation of the schools from another point of view. He appreciated the missionaries at Muntilan not only for the number of converts but also for their efforts to maintain the contacts of the students with their own people and culture:

"This year the school will be complete with six classes, and the number of boys about 115. If all classrooms are ready the school can have 140 boys [...] Last Friday there were 53 boys who did the entrance exams, but the school could only take 28 of them because the number of students cannot be over 115. Up to now these boys are Muslims and almost all of them became Catholics. Also most of the 28 newcomers are still Muslims.

An interesting thing which I found in this school is that the missionaries here left the boys free to preserve what they will and they can. They give the boys freedom. First of all the boys are not educated as Europeans, but as indigenous in every aspect. Sometimes they go to the market to buy fruits or local food, so

---


2 J. Mertens to Father Provincial [Fr. Vogela], Muntilan, April 12, 1912. ANPO, Map 168, fasc. 1, no. 11.
that they keep the contact with their people [...].

In the meantime, the governmental policy on the indigenous education was again discussed. The Director of the Department of Education in Indonesia, G.A.J. Haeze, suspected the Christian missions of using education for religious propaganda. Then the Minister of Colony, Pleitje, requested the Royal approval to make religion as an optional subject in the subsidized private schools. Briefly speaking, the Dutch government in Indonesia would subsidize the private schools only as long as they were "neutral," that is, "non-confessional."

For Father van Lith, the revision of the governmental subsidy was the question of "to be or not to be." Immediately he discussed the issue with Governor General Van Idenburg. The Governor General told Father van Lith that the question would determine the future of Christian schools in Indonesia. He himself was against the revision, but his position hindered him to interfere on the idea of G.A.J. Haeze, and therefore he recommended Father van Lith to go to the Netherlands. Then the Governor General wrote to Father van Lith that all parliament members of the Christian parties should unite and oppose to the idea of G.A.J. Haeze which was against the

---

11 Isidorus Vogels to the Jesuit Fathers at Oudenbosch, Muntian, October 24, 1910. (Ibid., Map I/6, fasc. I, no. 3, "Verleden Vrijdag was er Verrukkelijk examen van 55, die zich aangemeld hadden, van welke er slechts 48 konden opgenomen worden, omdat men tot het getal 115 getracht was. Deze jongens kwamen tot nu toe alle bevorderd hier en bekeurd zijdelingen allen. Die 28 nieuwe, die aangenomen werden, zijn ook allen, misschien een enkele uitgereden, nog Mahomedan. Wat gebruikt en gewoonten hier op de school betreft, nu daar nog een enkel woord over te zeggen: een laat, wat dit publiek bereikt, de jongens behouden, wat zij geraam willen en kunnen behouden. Voorzeten worden zij volstrekt niet opgevoed als Europeesken, naar als Isandraars, in allerlei opzicht. Wat zeer te prijzen is, Zoo zijn er op 't oogenblik vele naar jazer of markt om 't een en ander te kopen van de derden. Ook elk per maand te verrezen krijgt. De kopen daar eigenaardige indische noten of vruchten voor, of aangevoegd of aan een lijfje sparen een mooi baaltje, ook.

12 Governor General A.F. van Idenburg to F. van Lith. Buitenzorg (Bogor), October 2, 1913. JAIF, Map van Lith.

13 Governor General A.F. van Idenburg to F. van Lith. Buitenzorg (Bogor), October 18, 1913. Ibidem, Map van Lith.
Christian schools among the natives. In the meanwhile, the Governor General promised chat he would negotiate with the leaders of the Christian parties in the Netherlands. The importance of the issue impelled the Superior Missionaries to convoke the Mission consult. The Consult agreed that Father van Lith should go to the Netherlands to provide information for the members of parliament. While the Superior Missionaries informed the Dutch Provincial about the question and the proposals suggested by the Governor General and waited for the answer, he asked Father van Lith to prepare the outline of the issue. The question ended hopefully. Father van Lith did not go to the Netherlands, and his presence was important for the schools at Muntian during this uncertain situation. In 1917, the Dutch government decided to continue the subsidy for public and private schools.

While Father van Lith and the Superior Missionaries were busy with the question of subsidy, in fact, the Kwee-schools at Muntian had another problem. Having enough qualified members of faculty was the corollary of the subsidy which the school had received. At this point Father van Lith and Father E. Engbers were disappointed with the quality of the scholastics. They did not have teacher diplomas. Then twice they had exams for a diploma, but always failed. In the meantime, the only scholastic who already possessed the diploma had to return to the Netherlands to pursue his further studies. 

9 G.U. van Idenburg to F. van Lith, Cipanas, January 28, 1914, Zibiden, Map van Lith.

10 F. van Lith to Father E. Engbers, Muntian, November 12, 1914. Zibiden, Map van Lith; F. van Lith to Father Provincial [Bv. Reukers], Muntian, March 38, 1916. ARJV, dossier 324 (van Lith); E. Engbers to Mgr. Loppen, Muntian, December 5, 1914; Yongkarta, January 9, 1915, ALJAK, Map Gendang.

11 E. Engbers (including the outlines of the issue written by Father van Lith) to Father Provincial [van Oppuelt], Surabaya, December 7, 1915. ARJV, Map 169, fasc. 1, no. 35.


13 E. Engbers to Father Provincial [J. Vopela], Semarang, May 25, 1913; Surabaya, October 18, 1914 and Malang, November 14, 1915. ARJV, Map 169, fasc. 1, no. 7, 14 and 40; F. van Lith to Father Provincial [Bv. Reukers], Muntian, March 18, 1916. Zibiden, dossier 324 (van Lith).
his study of theology. For the future of the schools at Muntlian, Father van Lith proposed to the Provincial to send scholastics with teacher diploma\textsuperscript{10}. Momentarily the problem was solved with the return of Father A. van Kollen to Muntlian in 1917; he was one of the first scholastics who came to Indonesia in 1909\textsuperscript{9}.

The other questions came from the Jesuit missionaries. The first question was about the tension between the work in schools and the direct contact with the Javanese. The increasing number of boys who wanted to enter Muntlian, the growing number of the graduated, and the massive converts demanded the presence of more missionaries. In 1910 the Dutch Provincial proposed that the schools at Muntlian should remain the priority for the Jesuits in Indonesia. In the course of time, however, the missionaries at Muntlian were accused of having neglected the direct contact with the people. They justified their less contact with the people outside of schools by the fact that they were already overburdened with the work for schools\textsuperscript{9}.

The question revived the previous idea of Father van Lith: to reinforce the members of the faculty with the indigenous laymen. For the future of the Catholic schools, in 1900 he had suggested to Mgr. Luppen to send a Catholic layman to the Netherlands\textsuperscript{11}. Now his proposal was much broader. He proposed to the Dutch Jesuits to open an Apostolic School in the Netherlands for the needs of Indonesia. The Apostolic School would prepare personnel who wanted to work in


Indonesia and would give space also for the Indonesians. Since there were more and more Dutch Zenders/Congregations who worked in Indonesia, Father van Lith maintained that the proposal was feasible. For the problems of finance and personnel, however, the Jesuit General did not agree to the proposal.

About the less participation of the Jesuits at Muntilan in the direct contact with the Javanese, Father van Lith placed it in the context of a broader question. He regretted the fact that very few Jesuits learnt the Javanese language. Those who learnt the language well were usually also those who were involved in education. While the Protestants intensified their missionary work, many priests limited their works only among the European community. For the future of the mission, this fact was deplorable. He did not deny that some missionaries at Muntilan, Father Martens for example, never visited the villages. However, although Father van Lith wrote that he did not want to provoke another discussion, he deplored the accusation "all go to Muntilan". The schools at Muntilan were not the cause of the conflict of priority.
1.3. OTHER ACTIVITIES OUTSIDE OF MUNTILAN

The good achievement of the mission schools at Muntilen and Mendut could not be separated from the role of Father van Lith. His understanding of the question of the Native education and his great interest in the Javanese language and culture were well known. The government in its attempts to raise the standard of native education considered him to be an authoritative source in the matter. It is not surprising, therefore, that in the congresses on native education or language which were organized by the government his preliminary advice frequently appeared66.

In 1916, in his capacity as a member of the Commission of the Native Education he was sent to Mindanao in the Philippines to make a comparative study67. Then the Christian members of parliament in the Netherlands invited him to attend the Colonial Education Congress in August, 1916 at Den Haag. Although the Dutch Provincial and the Superior Missions knew well the significance of his presence, the condition at Muntilar prevented his leaving68. Then they asked that, at least, Father van Lith would send his opinions on two issues which the congress would discuss69.

---

66 Some of the important congresses were: (1) at Batavia, 1917: congress of the education; (2) at Solo, July 5-7, 1918: congress of the development of the Javanese Culture; (3) at Solo, December 26, 1919: January 13, 1920: the first congress of the Javanese linguistics and anthropology; (4) at Solo, October 7-9, 1924: congress of the Javanese language; (5) at Yogjakarta, December 24-27, 1924: congress of the Java Institute.


69 The first issue consisted of two questions: (1) which are the guiding principles of the education regarding the Christian mission for the benefit of the non-European inhabitants? (2) how is the relation between the government and mission regarding the education? The second issue consisted of three questions: (1) to the teachers who belong to the non-European inhabitants, is it necessary to be granted the education in the Dutch language? (2) is it necessary for them to pursue their study in the Netherlands? (3) how to manage it?
His active presence was momentarily interrupted when he had to return to the Netherlands for medical treatment (1921-1924). His unpublished manuscripts, his participation in some meetings and debates on the native education and the native affairs permitted us to trace back his ideas and position on these issues. It should be remembered that in the midst of his busy times at Muntilan and the congresses, he had another activity which was not less important for the future of the Catholic Church: the "pastoral" visit to the alumni of Muntilan.

1.3.1. The Pastoral Visit to the Alumni

The contacts of Father van Lith with his students were not limited to their stay at Muntilan. The contacts still continued through letters or personal visits. In the frame of his mission programmes, visiting the alumni was necessary. Practically all of the alumni of Muntilan were new converts. For them the departure from Muntilan meant leaving the Catholic surroundings, and entering into the "real" circumstances where the Catholic religion was still extraneous. The Javanese did not have any idea of Christianity. At the beginning, for instance, the Catholics were suspected to be cannibals because "they drank blood and ate human flesh during the religious service (the Bucharest)." After their death, therefore, the Catholics would become wild boars as was described by Joesak Sastrowidjaja, one of the first students:

"In the course of time the works of Father van Lith continued to grow. Although he was busy with his schools, he continued to give catechism in the villages.

"Most of his manuscripts were without indication of date or place. They were: (1) "Het boek van het Katholieke Bloedonder Instituut in Nederlandsch Indie"; (2) "Opgeven gevest in de Katholieke Onderwijs "; (3) "Het Indische Kind Opvoeding"; (4) "Nairiyah uit de school"; (5) "Algemeene dokterijen in Indisch Onderwijs en speciaal Indisch tegenover de Moslims"; (6) "De kristenende leer der Onderwijzen"; (7) "De Onderwijs in haar betrekking tot de verschillende volksgroepen in Nederlandsch Indie"; (8) "Wat aan gedaan worden en de opwondelijke waardigheid van het Onderwijs voor het Indische kind te verhogen."
Now he had new concerns: his alumni. The alumni were spread out in the remote and isolated places as if they lived in the foreign country. Why? For their religion. For the Javanese, the Catholic religion was still so extraneous; the Catholics would become wild boars when they died, separated from their relatives”

In many remote villages these “odd” ideas about the Catholic religion are still alive up to the present time. The visit of Father van Lith in this kind of circumstances, therefore, had pastoral meaning: to encourage them to persevere in their faith in the midst of the non-Christian society. These new converts still needed to learn to answer many difficult questions concerning their new religion. Although Father van Lith had only little time and the alumni lived in remote places, he immediately visited them if he thought that his presence would bring more benefit:

"For his great love towards his children, he left his school work in order to be close to those in need. And when he heard that one of them was in great difficulty, without counting the distance of the place, he would visit him immediately”

For the Catholic Church in Java, the pastoral visits of Father van Lith to his alumni brought another advantage. Father van Lith could have direct contacts with more people in the villages where the alumni lived. His knowledge of the villages, his sincere love


for the Javanese, his high respect for people impressed those he met. At the time of colonization, the attitude of Father van Lith — a Dutchman — towards the natives was extraordinary". Therefore, when the Superior Missionis suggested that he should recover his health in the Netherlands in 1921, some natives interpreted the decision of the Superior Missionis as a punishment for his kindness towards the Javanese:

"Mister van Lith could not be a Dutchman. Only his appearance was like a Dutchman, but he was wholly Javanese. If he was Dutchman he must have behaved differently; looked for his own interest or for his nation. Mister van Lith was not so. He was always in favour of the Javanese. His kindness towards the natives has been judged to be too much and therefore he was punished, returning to the Netherlands".

Then, to preserve the contacts among the alumni the Easter and Christmas feasts were the occasion of reunion at Muntian. For some alumni those rare days were the only opportunity to receive the sacraments. To meet the "founding Fathers" of the Xavier College, Fathers van Lith and Mertens, was the main motive of these spontaneous reunions". Therefore, after the death of Father J. Mertens on April 17, 1927 and then Father van Lith on January 9, 1926, these spontaneous reunions also faded away.

Three of the first Indonesian Jesuits confirmed his praiseworthy attitude. Pater Damasepoetra described him as a person who has the spirit of the Good Shepherd, Pater Silitrian called him as the Father of the Javanese Catholics, and Albertus Soegiaprastana, then the first Indonesian Bishop emphasized his extraordinary personality.

"Oepeak Gwiteggetera", p. [31], "Towan v. Lith ikoe adjadint dodoe wanda, woedjoeleb balo wanda, sabemood djoa djekej; an ora, manga mangkora tindak sin loemeh, wong ikoe sawaluhoe awuk dide ian bangong; manga touwev v. Lith ora mangkore. Tradjafigi benz ogarap sepeja bangas djoa watjoe, lae manogga dradjoe. Awis saingk kahongcen anggong suprajagi bangas djoa, nyanti dieolihake nenjang ngapra balanda sadahoe, perioe ngapani pacelooeman." 

Cf. Albertus Soegiaprastana, "Ome Emancipator a se Ogooede," manuscript which was written in memory of the death of Father van Lith. Oudenbosch, February, 1926. (p. 5).
1.3.2. Defending the Private Schools

Since the foundation of the Prefecture of Batavia in 1806, the Freemasonry continued to obstruct the influence of the Catholic Church. The first letter of the Jesuit missionaries in Indonesia which clearly mentioned their presence was the letter of Father A.P. Smit. In 1873 he told Father Provincial van Gulick that the Freemasons had opened a school at Padang, West Sumatra. Some years later, the letters from Padang showed that the situation did not change much. The letter of Father A.P. Smit in 1890, for example, described that the Freemasons tried to defame the sisters who had opened the school at Padang in 1885. At the beginning, their efforts seemed to be successful. A few months later, however, they had to close their own school because the people preferred to send their children to the school of the Sisters.

On the question of the indigenous education, the Freemasons strongly opposed the confessionnal schools. Once they proposed to the government to give subsidy only to the public schools and not the private. Their argumentation was that the government had to be neutral and, therefore, on the question of native education should support only the neutral school. The preliminary advice of Father van Lith at the congresses of the native education showed clearly his vision and position in these issues, as will be clear below.

To those who opposed the confessionnal schools Father van Lith responded that the government could not claim the native education to be its own duty. If the government wanted to elevate the native education, the multiplication of the public schools was not the only solution. The government had to count on the participation of

---


De private schools. Through their schools, the Catholics wanted to take part also in the progress and the education of the Javanese people.

Father van Lith opposed the idea that the public schools had to be absolutely neutral. He was convinced that the neutrality of the public schools was a great lie because, he said, the absolute neutrality in the education did not exist. It was the propaganda of the non-Christian world view, the ideology of the left, and more precisely the idea of the Freemasons. The Freemasons always accused the private schools of having used the education for religious propaganda; in fact they wanted to cancel the religious instruction from the public schools. Father van Lith, on the other hand, was convinced that it was impossible to educate children without the principles of a certain religion or philosophy. Therefore, the public schools, where the students from any religion met, were the most favourable place for the children to learn tolerance and to appreciate the other religions. Then Father van Lith emphasized that it was the duty of all religions to advance truth, wisdom, and light leaving behind stupidity and darkness, and not with other weapons."

"Cfr. "Het Doel van het Katholieke Bijzonder Indisch Onderwijs in Nederlandsch-Indië"; K. Jongerius (with the supplementary letter of Father van Lith to him to Pater Provinciali [in Oppenheimm]). Statuten, December 9, 1914. AVG. Map 169, fasc. 1, no. 35.


"Cfr. "Het Indische Kind Opvoeding". "Natuurlijk dan ook gecontracteerd, dat de edele opvoeding niet mogelijk is zonder een bepaalden godsdienstige of wisselende grondslag dan werden daarmee bedoeld, dat de den langen duur en bij een volk of groote aanschrijvings een edele vorming, die geen vallen boden onder zich heeft. Van zelf te weinig moet gaan en in den midden verstrakt. Uit het bovenstaande volled te trekken tegen gewijzigde besluiten. Het eerste is, dat wij bij de groote vaardigheid overzigt de wereldoorde waarin wij leven, en vooral leven in de kinderen van de bijzondere godsdienstige of wisselende richting een zelfde school blijven re brood, maar dan twentsz zich te dragen. Dat hij leeres waarhegende en veelgegaan samen te leven met anderenkenden. Het tweede is, dat alleen bereikte leeren dan groote ploeg in het godsdienstig wereldbeleid, om de kwestie tot de juiste en ware kennis der bestaande wereldorde, waarin wij allen leven. De leening de de dood en de duisternis moeten bestreden worden door de waarheid, de wijsheid en het licht en door geen ander wapen."
Father van Lith persistently opposed the absolute neutrality of the education. Following the practice of the Catholic schools, however, Father van Lith agreed with the neutral Character of education in the sense that the schools admitted the students from any religion. According to Father van Lith, the natives and the Javanese in particular -because of their natural religious sense- preferred this kind of school⁶. The religious character of the private schools, he said, guaranteed the moral education of their students. In practice, for example, the Catholic schools in Java gave the religious instruction to their non-Catholic students as long as their parents permitted it.

1.3.2. Defending the Javanese Language

Another question which Father van Lith tried to defend with all his efforts was the preservation of the Javanese language. He knew that the young generation had little interest in the Javanese language, and now the government had a new proposal: to introduce the Malay language, the lingua franca at the coasts of Indonesia and Malaysia, in schools. Father van Lith fiercely criticized the proposal because in his eyes Malay language was a menace for the Javanese culture: once the Malay was taught in schools the Javanese language would vanish⁷. His criticism was not towards Malay in itself, but rather for its practical application. It was difficult for the students to learn three languages contemporary: Javanese, Dutch, and Malay.

⁶ J. Rubens (with the supplementary letter of Father van Lith to him) to Father Provincial [van Opzoomer]. Jakarta, December 7, 1712. ARNU, Map 119, fasc. 1, no. 35.
In the meanwhile, Malay became a more and more important weapon to maintain the national identity among the Indonesian movements. It was the common and the only possible medium of communication in the meetings. Not all of them were Javanese and therefore not all of them knew the Javanese language. Most of them knew the Dutch language but they did not want to use it in their meetings. On the other hand, Father van Lith was convinced that Malay would never develop in Indonesia. The Dutch language would replace Malay. In the congresses of the Javanese language he provocatively reminded the Javanese to defend their identity and their future by cancelling Malay from the schools. Then he added that "a nation which does not have their own literature will remain the nation of the second class".

Instead of introducing Malay in schools Father van Lith preferred to promote the knowledge of the Dutch language among the students. He said that the Dutch language enabled the students to have more contacts with the other worlds, culturally, politically, and scientifically. For the native students, the Dutch language was "the language of development." If the Javanese language vanished, it was not because of the policy of the government, he emphasized, but rather because the Javanese themselves did not know how to appreciate their own literature."
1.4. THE XAVIER COLLEGE AT MUNTIAN: SHOULD IT BE ABANDONED?

On February 24, 1918, Father Jos Hoeberechts succeeded Father J. Engbers as the Superior Missionis (1918-1927). During these nine years some decisive events occurred in the mission of Indonesia. In 1922 the Jesuits opened the novitiate at Yogyakarta. Then, after abandoning completely the works outside of Java (1919), the Jesuits also confined their missionary works to some parts of Central Java and Jakarta thanks to the arrival of the other Congregations such as Lazarists (CM), Carmelites (OCarm), MSC, and OBC. In 1925 the Minor Seminary was opened at Yogyakarta. It was under the authority of the Vicar of Batavia and replaced the seminary which had been started by the Jesuits at Muntian in 1911. Finally on August 15, 1926 the first Indonesian Jesuit, Franciscus Xaverius Satiman, was ordained to the priesthood at Maastricht.

Unhappy events were not lacking. Two Jesuits who were known as the founders of the Javanese mission died, Father Mertens on April 17, 1922 and Father van Lith on January 9, 1926. While the missionary work among the Javanese flourished, the conflict with the Jesuits who worked for the Europeans became more bitter. Then Father Jos Hoeberechts himself was responsible for another annoying debate which was long and fierce. As the Superior Missionis, without any precedent, he proposed to hand over the Xavier College at Muntian to the Broeders van Maastricht (Pateres Immaculatae Concepcionis, FIC), the new religious congregation who were dedicated to work in education.

The initial period of Father Jos Hoeberechts as the Superior Missionis was marked by an increasing number of converts among the Javanese. In many places the people asked for instruction in the catechism. The community of Muntian which in 1920 consisted of eleven priests, four scholastics, and two brothers -ironically- showed another direction. Contacts with the people in the villages

**This topic will be treated in the next part, The Formation of the Indigenous Clergy.**
nearly faded away*. In his capacity as the Superior Missionis Father Hoeberechts saw that the main cause was the rector, Father Mertens; he had been too long in his place. In his letter to the Provincial, Father Hoeberechts wrote that replacing the rector seemed to be the best solution:

"In my recent letter to Father General I suggested three names as the candidates for new rector (of Muntial). After my visit I became more convinced that a new rector is needed, the sooner the better**."

Father Hoeberechts knew that in 1910 Father I. Vogels, who was then the Dutch Provincial, proposed to keep the schools at Muntial as the main missionary work of the Jesuits in Indonesia. Ten years later, Father Hoeberechts wrote that the changing situation in the mission also required the schools at Muntial to adapt themselves. At least the Jesuits should not neglect the new demands:

"Now, the location of our college is in the heart of the Javanese mission. According to me our college has to be the most influential center for the whole region, the core of the Christian communities. Unfortunately, nothing happens there***."

From his annual visit, Father Hoeberechts realized that there was a tension of priority between the school works and going out to the villages. Father van Lith who was very busy with many works, however, still found time to give catechism in the villages. Therefore Father Hoeberechts presumed that the problem was not the

---


*** "Ibidem. "Ik lijkt ons college midden in het hart der Javassie. Wij zijn van de beide rector in de hele regio belangsteld. Maar moest de kern zijn van Christen gemeente. Maar daar is iets van te beperken."
shortage of time but rather the lack of missionary spirit among the Jesuits.

"In the priests' meeting there was complaint that the Fathers in the college did not want to work outside the college anymore. They should be reminded that they are not only teachers but also priests, and therefore they should do the missionary works also.

When they heard this complaint, they answered that they had been overburdened. It is a deplorable situation, and in this case I attribute the main responsibility to Father Mertens. He had been a long time in the college but he himself did not give the example, never went out to the villages."

In the meantime, the situation in the Javanese mission changed very much. Besides the schools at Muntian, according to the report of Father van Lith to the Dutch Provincial, there were about twenty other mission schools in Central Java. The number of Jesuits who knew Javanese, however, did not match the increasing number of requests. Without-underestimating the significant role of the schools at Muntian, the Superior Missionis proposed to the Dutch Provincial to revise the direction of Muntian; and, he confirmed his previous letter, the real change would be possible only by appointing a new rector.

"At this moment the people in Holland only think to bring the Javanese to Christianity. But, what happened here? We have our big college at Muntian. It cannot be denied that the college gives an excellent education for the young generation; that the alumni of Muntian spread all over Java as Catholic teachers.

For the sake of the Java mission, Muntian should renew its direction and, therefore, it is necessary to"

---

"Zijden. 'In de conferentie zouden wij er op aangedrongen dat de priesters meer naar buiten moeten werken. Dat men niet alleen onderwijs maar ook priesters, missionarisesmaakzaam is.'

Nu weten we wel dat al de priesters en fraai woord van dat college met werk overstelpen zijn. Het is een allereerstigste voorbeeld en ik geef de schuld daarvan voor een groot gedeelte aan F. Mertens, die wel opgaat in het college-werk, maar zelf nooit in de deesses werk."

"F. van Lith to Father Provincial: [C. Basijmakers], Amsterdam, May 23, 1921, AMR, dossier 324 (van Lith)."
have a new rector. However, it is not my intention to undermine the role of Muntilan, only to show you the truth".

It should be remembered that at the same time Father Hoeberchts had to face some other issues: the foundation of a Catholic H.B.S. at Bandung, the opening of the Jesuit novitiate at Yogyakarta, and he himself was appointed by Father General to visit the Jesuits in China.

1.4.1. The Question of the Catholic Hoogere Burgerschool (H.B.S.)

In 1919, Father J. Muller proposed to Father Jos Hoeberchts, the Superior Missionis, to open a Catholic Hoogere Burgerschool (H.B.S.), a sort of highschool which prepared the students for university, at Bandung (West Java). A similar proposal had been sent to Rome on the occasion of the visit of Father I. Vogels in 1911. The proposal was not approved by Father General P. Werns because he did not see its urgency, and was afraid that the foundation of the H.B.S. would only create another difficulty for the Xavier College at Muntilan which was recently founded. It should be remembered that in those years Father van Lith and the Superior Missionis, Father K. Engbers, insisted that the Dutch Provincial strengthen the Xavier College with more qualified personnel.


Wel de Javaansche oudt iets uitzagen om in Muntilan eenige van takelijk veranderen en daaren is noodig een nieuwe ruzor. Ik schrijf dit niet om den zaep die er over Muntilan uitgaat te verkloopen, maar opdat Gods, de waarheid zou kennen."

"K. Engbers to Mgr. Luyten. Surakarta, October 1, 1911. AAZV. Map Senarang."

1922. Ab meer ou groot is naar werkknok en Indiaasche leeren. Voor de een Muli geen aic Priester: October
The proposal in 1919 to open the H.B.S. at Bandung created a problem for the Superior Missions. Father Hoeberechts, because very soon the discussion changed to a fierce conflict between two sides: those who worked for the Europeans and those who worked for the natives. Father P. Muller, who represented the position of those who worked for the Europeans, began his arguments by showing that there existed already four H.B.S. for girls, but none for the boys. Then he added that in Java there were also European and Indo-European Catholics, and not only Javanese. The Europeans and Indo-Europeans also had the right to be ministered to, and not always to be considered as the step-children. Moreover, Father P. Muller maintained, the influence of the Europeans was not small and would remain greater than that of the natives:

"Here in Java there exist not only Javanese, but also Europeans and Indo-Europeans whose influence over the destiny of the natives is prominent and probably will remain powerful. I noted, however, that the mission was more concerned about the Javanese than about the Europeans and Indo-Europeans. We do not have to neglect our own children and of the houses to help the foreigners. We have to do one thing without ignoring another (...).

For the natives we have some normaalscholen, one kweek-school, and next year one mulischool. For the European and Indo-European boys we do not have any secondary school. Our priests and scholastics were available only for the education of the natives."

---


Voor de inlander bestaan normaalscholen, een kweekschool en na het volgende jaar een mulischool verrijzen; voor de Europese of Indo-Europee jongens hebben wij geen middelbaar onderwijs. Alleen voor het onderwijs van inlanders hebben wij Priesters en scholasten beschikbaar gesteld; zoo als deel 27, 1923 and October 19, 1925. ANU, Map 168, Fasc. II, no. 10 and 12.
Father van Lith, who by then was under medical treatment in the Netherlands since 1921, sent his opinions. He supported the position of the *Superior Missions* that for the moment the H.B.S. was not yet urgent for the Javanese mission. Having more Catholic elementary schools was much more meaningful for the mission and the natives. Only afterwards, he wrote, could the mission think about the secondary schools*. Father van Lith added that the question of opening the H.B.S. was not a question of race: European and Native, but rather a question concerning the future of the students. The H.B.S., he wrote, was a school for those who would return to the Netherlands and not for those who would remain in Indonesia:

"The line which till now distinguishes the European (including Indo-European) blood tree the native has to be cancelled. Now the real difference is between those who will return to the Netherlands and those who will remain in Netherlands East Indies, between *Foreigners* and *East Indians*.

After the Catholic elementary schools grow well, only then is it time to think of the secondary schools*".

At the beginning of 1925, the mission consult did not approve the foundation of the H.B.S. at Bandung. Without neglecting the importance of the youth formation, the consultors of the mission considered that the mission was not ready to have a Catholic H.B.S. for some reasons: (1) the shortage of Jesuits in the Netherlands and in the Javanese mission; (2) to restruct the school to the lay people. 

---


* P.J.W. Miller to Father Provincial [C. Basjewikars]. Bandung, July 24, 1922 and November 22, 1925. Zoldem, Map 169, Fasc. II, no. 8 and 12. "De streep, die tot nu toe werd getrokken tussen European (bataafse inbegrepen) en [Javanese] bloed moet noodzakelijk verdwijnen. Hij moe tot vallen tuschen de *Bijters* en de *Trokkers*, tuschen Indiërs en *Cinesiaanen* [...]. Nacht het Katholieke lager onderwijs voltooid is, dan is het tijd voor de middelbaar scholen".
teachers would be too costly". As a matter of fact there was
another reason which accelerated the decision. During those years,
the Superior Missions was in negotiations with Rome to hand over
some parts of West Java, including Bandung, to the Order of the
Holy Cross (Ordo Sanctae Crucis, OSC)6.

After hearing the opinions of the mission consultors and
obtaining some more information from the Department of Education,
the Superior Missions decided that the Jesuits would not open the
H.B.S. in the mission. The reasons were: (1) the H.B.S. was for the
students who would return to the Netherlands; (2) the Jesuits had
to prepare the students who would remain in the East-Indies, either
Europeans or natives; and therefore (3) instead of the H.B.S. the
Jesuits would open a Catholic A.M.S. (Algemeene Middelbare School),
a school which also prepared the students for university. According
to the government, besides the NGLO (Nieuw Uitgebreid Lagere
Onderwijs), the A.M.S. was also a school for the Indies, Europeans
and natives".

1.4.2. The Question of the Xavier College

In 1922 the Jesuits opened the novitiate at Yogyakarta. At the
same year the Jesuits opened a Catholic Normal School for boys at
Ambarawa (Central Java). Then about the same year, the new Vicar of
Batavia, Mgr. Antonius van Velsen (1924-1933) also proposed to the
Superior Missions to open the Minor Seminary and to entrust it to
the Jesuits. As mentioned above, during these times the Jesuits in
the mission were occupied with the question of the Catholic H.B.S.
at Bandung.

\[Footnote: 6 Schwebbing to Father Provincial [Br. Beukers]. Muntian, January 5, 1925. \]
\[Ibidem. Map 169, fasc. III. no. 31.\]

\[Footnote: 7 P.J.M. Muller to Father Provincial. Bandung, October 19, 1925; Semarang, \]

\[Footnote: 8 Jos Hoberechts to Father Provincial [Br. Beukers]. Yogyakarta, December \]
\[1, 1925. Ibidem. Map 169, fasc. II. no. 51.\]
In the meantime when Father Hoeberechts was in the Netherlands in 1924, he also visited the General Superior of the brothers of Maastricht, the Dutch religious congregation who had already opened some schools in the mission. He told the General Superior about his idea—purvey his own ideas in the sense that he had not discusses it yet with the mission consultants to hand over the Xavier College to the brothers. He also communicated this idea to the Provincial, Father Bv. Beukers⁹⁹.

When he returned to Indonesia, however, he realized that most of the Jesuits, including the mission consultants and those who worked for the Europeans, opposed the proposal⁹⁹. Neither did Father General W. Ledóchowski approve the transfer. For Father General, the Superior Missionis did not give him sufficient and clear reasons for handing over the Xavier College⁹⁹. After the question of the H.B.S. at Bandung was solved, now the Superior Missionis had to face another problem, the transfer of the Xavier College.

The reasons of those who opposed the proposal of the Superior Missionis were⁹⁹: (1) the formation of the lay teachers was still the most important ministry of the Jesuits in the mission; (2) the lack of priests was not a sufficient reason to hand over the school because the Xavier College needed only two priests, the same number which would be required if the transfer were concluded. (3) the Xavier College was also an ideal ambience for the vocations of the


⁹⁹ Joe Hoeberechts to Father Provincial (Bv. Beukers). Yogy, February 20, 1925. Ibiden, Map 169, fasc. II, no. 47.

future native priests.

The reasons of the Superior Missionis and those who favoured his idea were: (1) the Jesuits should promote a further step in their ministry, that is, leaving the elementary education to the Brothers and initiate the secondary schools; (2) in the long run, Indonesia would have self-government, and the secondary schools could prepare the future leaders, including the Javanese; (3) the vocations could come also from the schools of the Brothers and the Minor Seminary; (4) since the Jesuits already had the novitiate at Yogyakarta and the Normal School at Ambarawa, Muntian was no longer the only place for the Jesuit missionaries to learn the Javanese language.

In his letter of December 14, 1925 to the Provincial, Father Joe Hoeberechts wrote his decisions on some important questions regarding the mission. First, he decided to open the Minor Seminary at Yogyakarta although the permission from the Propaganda Fide had not yet arrived. The idea itself came from the Vicar of Batavia who wanted to make the Minor Seminary the center for the whole archipelago:

"You are pleased to be informed about the opening of the Central Seminary. Rome has not yet decided, but we have started already here at Yogyakarta. Now we have to build a new house because in July it will become too small. Therefore, send us money. But I won't have to manage it because in a short time I won't be the Superior Missionis anymore. My successor will see to it."

---


The decision to open the Minor Seminary at Yogyakarta had a practical consequence. The seminarians, who since 1912 lived and were under the guidance of the Jesuits at Muntian, had to move to Yogyakarta. The Superior Missionis also emphasized that the new Minor Seminary was under the authority of the Vicar of Batavia and not the Jesuit mission.

The decision to open the new Minor Seminary at Yogyakarta met practically no objection from the Jesuits in the mission. The second decision, on the question of the handing over the Xavier College, however, the Superior Missionis stood alone. Though Father General disapproved the transfer, Father Hoeberchets remained firm in his proposal because he considered the disapproval to be merely misinterpretation. He underestimated the opposition of many Jesuits in the mission. He considered the proposal of transferring the Xavier College to be his own business and excluded the judgement of his Superiors:

"I asked the rector of Muntian to write the result of his consult. To the others I won't talk about it [the handing over] because more heads more opinions. You already knew my position on this issue.

I hope that the decision on this issue will come soon. Whatever it will be, I am indifferent. This problem is mine and I submit without any reserve the judgement of my Superiors."

When he wrote his decision, Father Hoeberchets thought that the problem was over. Then he added, however, that the realization of his decision was still far off and could be unpleasant because

106 Jos Hoeberchets to Father Provincial. Yogyakarta, April 24, 1925. Ibidem. Map 169, fasc. XII, no. 48. "Aan de rector van Muntian heb ik verder opgedragen zijn consulten tot schrijven aan te zetten. Andere zal ik er maar niet over hoeken. Want zoowel hoofden zoowel binnen; het is OMWY wegen bekend hoe ik over die zaak denk. Ik hoop dat er naar spoedig een beslissing volgt. Hoe die beslissing uitvalt is mij overheerschijllich; ik heb het mije gedaan en onderwerp mij in deze zonder eenig voorbehoud aan de uitspraak van mijn Superioren."
he also knew that in the mission, the resistance to his proposal was stronger than in the Netherlands:

"On the question of Muntilan I already took a decision, and now for me the case is over. My successor only has to think when the cession will begin. The arrangement of cession would still be a hell for me and probably would be unpleasant. Is so far I am glad with the decision taken in the Netherlands"187.

The provision of Father Jos Hoeberechts -that the realization would be unpleasant- was right. The mission consultors proposed that the Dutch Provincial prolong the function of Father Hoeberechts as the Superior Missionis. The consultors wrote that the replacement would only create more confusion. At that very moment, only Father Hoeberechts knew in more detail about the questions of the Xavier College and the negotiations of the handing over of the region of West Java to the OIC. The Dutch Provincial approved the proposal of the mission consultors and gave about eight-six months to the Superior Missionis to conclude the negotiations188.

In 1927 the Propaganda Fide erected the Apostolic Prefecture of Bandung and entrusted it to the OIC. Another question -the handing over of the Xavier College to the Brothers of Maastricht- however, was realized only twenty years later. The opposition of the Jesuits in the mission was too strong to be underestimated. The opinion of Father Sträter, the novice master and the President of the Minor Seminary at Yogyakarta, described well the opinion, the reason, and the surprise of the missionaries towards the idea of Father Jos Hoeberechts. Father Sträter who -together with his novices- worked directly among the Javanese added that the decision of the Superior Missionis could harm the mission:

187 Jos Hoeberechts to Father Provincial [Ev. Beukers], Yogyakarta, December 2, 1925. Ibidem, Map 169, Fapo. II, no. 52. "Overtrent Moencilan is de beëmissing gerazen, en nu is de zaak voor altijd is uit. Mijn opvolgers moeten dan naar zien wanneer het tijdstip der overgave zal zijn aangebroken. De regeling der overgave zou mij nog tellen wat werk en mogelijk onaangenaamheden bezorgt hebben, en inLoop vand uit de beëmissing in Hollland genomen al heel gelukkig."

"Now I would like to mention the issue of the handing over the Muntlian schools to the Brothers. I myself did not have any direct business there, nevertheless I would like to share my opinion. I myself, and I can say all of us who know something about the Javanese mission, cannot understand why Father Superior is so determined to hand over Muntlian. If we abandon Muntlian, we will lose the most part of our contacts with the lay teachers, who played an important role in the mission. After the Swinari, the Kommenschool and Norschool are the primary support for the growth and spread of our religion. Therefore, it is the opinion of most of us that by abandoning Muntlian the mission will not be able to regain the same loss at any price. Only someone who has no vision about the importance of the mission would decide to abandon Muntlian. We have to keep Muntlian; it is impossible for the Brothers to replace us"."128

It is surprising that during the debate on this crucial issue, the opinion of Father van Lith -one of the founding fathers of the Xavier College- never came to the surface. The reason of his silence could not be traced back because neither documents, notes, nor letters which referred to him or his opinions were found. It is still more surprising because even during his medical treatment in the Netherlands, he never stopped writing or thinking about 'his Javanese mission,' and especially on 'this Muntlian.'129


2. THE FORMATION OF THE INDIGENOUS CLERGY

The formation of the indigenous clergy had been long proposed and desired by the Jesuit missionaries who worked in Indonesia. The letters of the Jesuits in the Moluccas (1546-1677), for example, had already mentioned the proposal of Father Ferrari, the superior of the Jesuits in the Moluccas. His proposal to Father General was to train intellectually and spiritually the local children, and then to send the best ones to Malacca (Malaysia) or Goa (India) to pursue their study for priesthood. The necessity of priests who knew the local languages was the main motive of the proposal:

"Besides this, for the spiritual necessity of the people in Ambon, Haciano, Moro, and Celebes the children between twelve and fifteen years old should be taught to read and to write. They will live with us and under our care, and they should be made familiar with the liturgical life. Every year we will select the best ones among them and then we send them to Malacca or Goa to learn Latin and other sciences which are necessary for the priesthood. Surely they will be a great help for these people because they speak their own language."

Until the expulsion of the Jesuits from the Moluccas by the Dutch Company in 1677, however, there was no letter which described the realization of this very progressive proposal.

About two hundred years later the desire to have indigenous clergy inspired Mr. Vrancken, the Vicar of Batavia (1847-1874). Since his departure from the Netherlands, Mgr. Vrancken had a great desire to promote the Catholic faith among the Indonesian natives. The number of missionaries, however, was too small to take the spiritual care of the Europeans. To solve the difficulty, in 1850, he sent a proposal to Mgr. Scholten, the former Apostolic Prefect

---

of Batavia (1830-1843), to open a sort of seminary for the formation of the indigenous priests:

"I have a plan to found an institute of small scale for young Chinese and other natives in this region. Then we can guide those who have good talents to the priesthood; otherwise the situation will never be better. We have to form the indigenous priests and, I hope, we will do it."112

The proposal of Mgr. Vrancken was judged to be utopian because at the time the letter was written there were no converts among the natives. In other places in Asia, however, some missionaries had a similar proposal. In China and Japan, for example, the missionaries proposed the formation of the indigenous clergy for political reasons. The hatred of the natives towards the attitude of the Europeans in some countries became the real obstacles for the missionaries. Their nationalities and skins were inevitably identified with the interest of their fellow Europeans. Therefore the necessity of the indigenous clergy in these countries was to prepare the future of the Church leaders in case they had to leave the mission for political reasons.113

The realization of the formation of the indigenous clergy in the mission of Indonesia, the Javanese mission in particularly, had a different history. The Javanese mission was initiated in 1894. Then the difficulty of language inspired the first Javanese missionaries to open a school for the future catechists. The Jesuits wanted to entrust the Javanese mission to these indigenous catechists. When the school was transferred from Semarang to Nuntian, Father van Lith practically became the director of this school.

---

112 Mgr. Vrancken to Mgr. Scholten [at Rijswijk, the Netherlands], Racovia, June 22, 1850, A. van der Velden, De Romeinse-Keulse Missie in Nederlandsch-Indië, 1836-1890, Rijswijk, 1968, p. 143. "Wij gedachten alzoo geheel ingeroepen met het plan tot het opbouwen van een instituut op kleine schaal, en jonge Chinezen en andere thansbestaande eedgenooten, die eenig talent opweken, later tot het priesterlijke stand op te leiden; anders toch voorzijt h. het Romeinse priesterrijk blijven; de priesters hebben en de, hoogh blijkens we ook krijgen".

school. From his intense contacts with the Javanese, Father van Lith learnt that in the Javanese culture seniority played an important role in giving religious instruction. Other solutions, therefore, had to be found.

2.1. THE FIRST CANDIDATES AND THE MISSION SEMINARY

The efforts of Father van Lith to make the schools at Muntilan a center or Catholic nucleus have been described in the previous chapter. The fact that in the course of time, Muntilan also became the formation place of the native priests, however, was beyond the original programme of Father van Lith. The manuscripts of Petrus F. Darmoepoetra, one of the first Indonesian Jesuits, showed that Father van Lith never talked about the vocation to the priesthood to the students. "If I did not come to tell the proposal of my future to Father van Lith," he wrote, "becoming a priest would never have come to my mind either." 11

The description of FX Satimam, another first Javanese Jesuit, showed that though Father van Lith never talked about the vocation to the priesthood to the students, deep down in his heart he had a great desire to have native priests. FX Satimam described this from his own experience as a student at Muntilan. The students of the schools at Muntilan, he wrote, considered the presence of Fathers van Lith and Mertens to be "providential" for the Javanese mission. Father van Lith was a person who was able to bring the students to have "idealism." Father Mertens, on the other side, was a man who was able "to touch and to read" the day-to-day problems of the students. For the students, these two supplied for the absence of fatherhood (in the person of Father van Lith) and motherhood (in

11 P. J. Darmoepoetra, "Over P. van Lith," manuscript which was written in remembrance of the death of Father van Lith. Maastricht, January, 1936, (p. 3); "P. van Lith en P. Mertens hadden oudst over rompeling gesproken. Ais ik niet met dat voorstel bij P. van Lith gekomen was, dan was ik gewoon nemen geworden."
the person of Father Mertens) in their lives.\footnote{Cfr. P.J. Darmasepoetra, op. cit., [p. 5].}

Because of his knowledge on the Javanese language, Father van Lith gave more frequent homilies than Father Mertens. As a matter of fact, the students preferred Father Mertens's homily because it was more simple and -properly- touched their life. Though contrary to the Javanese custom, some senior students suggested to Father van Lith that he give more opportunities for giving the homily to Father Mertens. To this request of his students Father van Lith answered: "Well boys, you know that we, the Dutch priests, always have found difficulties in giving a homily in your language. Therefore, there must be Javanese priests\footnote{Zbiden, [p. 10]: "Jongens, sprak hij, wij, Hoolanse Pastoora, kunnen moeilijk in 't Javansch preken. Daarom moesten de Javannische priester zijn."} in other words, the original vision of Father van Lith on the Javanese mission remained: not the Dutch missionaries but the Catholic Javanese should become the leaders for the Javanese people\footnote{F. van Lith to Mgr. Luyken, Muntillan, March 6, 1904. AANM, Map Muntillan; "Plan en werkwijze der Java-missie," [p. (c-8)]; Het Slavernijst, "Katholiek Javaan moet aanzien van Indonesisch leven worden," September 1, 1949, p. 3.}. According to the writings of FK Satman himself, this answer was the seed of his decision to become a priest.

At the end of 1911, P.J. Darmasepoetra and FK Satman, two of the first four recent graduates of the Xavier College met Father van Lith and confirmed their desire to become priests. However, his joy was, he did not have authority to give the official answer. Father van Lith reported the request of his students to the Superior Missions\footnote{Cfr. FK Satman, "Pastoor van Lith volgens een Javasche leerling en vereniger," manuscript which was written in memory of the death of Father van Lith. Maastricht. January, 1926. [pp. 8-9].} and meanwhile he asked both to stay and teach Malay in the Xavier College\footnote{missi missi and i quest the V who There favou than their remao wait about that happe August 17. 19 1511. 1. 191 public gedoop eerste genera zijn g begint}. The Dutch Provincial, Father I. Vogels, who visited Indonesia in 1910-1911, already heard about this request. In his letter to Father General at Rome, Father I. Vogels described the discussion of the consultants both in the
mission and in the Netherlands on this matter. The unexpected request of two young Javanese to become priests stirred different reactions not only among the Jesuits in the mission but also in the Netherlands. The consultants in the mission and in the Netherlands discussed the request, and also sent the question to the General of the Jesuits at Rome. Mgr. Luypen, the Viceroy of Batavia, judged the request of the two young Javanese who were the first generation of Catholics to be too early. Therefore he suggested waiting until the third generation.

Fathers van Lith and Mercers who knew their students very well favoured their desire. Father Martens, however, was more cautious than Father van Lith. When the students insisted on an answer to their request, for example, Father J. Martens simply told them the reasons for the disapproval of Mgr. B. Luypen, that is, they had to wait for up to the third generation. The reply of F. Darmasoepera about the reasons of Mgr. Luypen was not less reasonable. He said that if God gave His grace everything would be possible. Just what happened upon the Apostles:

"It is true that we belong to the first generation though we were baptized eleven years ago (1900). But the Apostles were also of the first generation, and why could we not be like them if Our Lord gives His grace? If we may not begin and later the third generation won't begin, who will begin then?"


22 F.J. Darmasoepera, op. cit. (p. 6). "Huwelik is toen reeds 11 jaar gedaapt we (door Pater P. Haveniers in 1900 te Pampob) behoorde ik tot de eerste generatie. Ik zeg op P. Martens: de Apostelen waren ook van de eerste generatie, waarom zou ik niet kunnen zeggen zij, als "meisje-meisje rijst" maar zijn goede geest. Als wij niet mogen beginnen, en louter de derde generatie moet beginnen, wie zal dan beginnen?"
Father van Lith, on the other hand, immediately started giving them a course in Latin and Greek grammar. In the latter on May 31, 1912 to Father Enghaer, the Jesuit General, Franz Werne, approved the opening of the seminary at Muntilan[1]. Mgr. Luypen remained to disapprove the formation of the diocesan. He did not oppose, however, if the Jesuits wanted to guide the candidates to join the Jesuits[2]. Therefore the seminary was under the responsibility of the Jesuits. Afterwards every year some Javanese students then also from other islands added to the number of the candidates to the priesthood. The seminary remained under Jesuit administration and at Muntilan until the new Vicar of Batavia, Mgr. A. van Velsen, took Mgr. Luypen's place and wanted to open the Minor Seminary.

With his plan to open a Minor Seminary for the whole of Indonesia Mgr. A. van Velsen showed how his position was different from his predecessor towards the formation of the native clergy. The Superior Missions, Father Hoeksema, favoured the Vicar's plan[3]. In 1921 the Minor Seminary was opened at Yogjakarta. Fr. Sträter, the Jesuit novice master and the Vice Rector of the Ignatius College at Yogjakarta, was appointed to be the President of the Minor Seminary.

While the seminary at Muntilan only admitted the students of \textit{weekschool}, \textit{Normaalschool}, and \textit{MULO} (the secondary schools), the new Minor Seminary -as its name has already described it- also admitted the students of \textit{Legereninstituut}, the elementary schools. Very soon the seminary also registered the presence of the natives from other islands and some Europeans. Some years later, two other Minor Seminaries were opened in Flores (1929) and Celebes (1931).

\[1\] Cfr. E. Enghaer to Father General (F. Werne), Surabaya, April 27, 1912.
\[3\] "Consulteerlijk Muntilan," April 1, 1912 -JAP.

\[12\] When Father van Lith was in the Netherlands (1921-1924), he wrote a commentary on the missionary work in Java. It seemed that the paper was prepared for the Propaganda Fide but was never seen. It is interesting to note that the plan of Mgr. A. van Velsen in the Minor Seminary was quite similar to Father van Lith's in this paper. See AMU, Archief St. Claasen, boek 2, bundel 9.
The list below shows the increasing number of the students, from 1912/1925 (Muntlan) up to 1935 (Yogyakarta)\textsuperscript{11a}.

I. At Muntlan (1912-1925):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1912</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1913</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1914</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>18(2)\textsuperscript{*}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>17(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>17(3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II. At Yogyakarta (1925-1935):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>29(15)\textsuperscript{*}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>37(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>69(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>62(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>69(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>70(16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>66(20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
<td>72(22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
<td>80(23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
<td>90(22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>101(23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
* in the parenthesis is the number of non-Javanese students: European, Chinese, Manadoese, Ambonese, Batak, etc.

\textsuperscript{11a} Cit. J. Werw (President of the Minor Seminary, 1934-1943), "Statistische verschorten," in St. Clerverbond. 47(1936), pp. 18-21.

\textsuperscript{*} Fr. the ident of the also oods, lives other 931.
2.2. THE PROCEEDING FORMATION OF THE FIRST CANDIDATES

As was mentioned above, in 1912 Father Franz Herza, the Jesuit General, approved the opening of the seminary at Muntian. The following questions which the Jesuit missionaries faced were: "How and where do they pursue their study?" Regarding the formation of the native clergy, certainly the Jesuits in Indonesia referred to the Apostolic Letters Ad extremas and then Maximum Illud which respectively were issued by Pope Leo XIII on June 24, 1893 and by Pope Benedict XV on November 30, 1913. Maximum Illud was considered to be the Magna Charta in the history of the mission.157

Besides the theological reason, both Apostolic Letters also emphasized the necessity of the native clergy for some practical motives: (1) the native clergy had common character with the local community such as the language, culture, custom, and mentality;158 under certain circumstances, the political situation could create many uncertainties for the missionaries -merely- because of their nationalities.159 Then Ad Extremas and Maximum Illud also insisted that the formation of the native clergy should be "perfect and complete", that is, it should follow the Roman directives.160 The "perfect and complete" character was important because of the universal character of the Catholic Church, and because the native clergymen were expected to become the future leaders of the local Church. The formation of the native clergy was the consequence of the Incarnation of Christ and the sign that the Church was well established.161

---

158 Ad extremas, no. 4-5; Maximum Illud, Chapter I, no. 2b.
159 Ad extremas, no. 6; Maximum Illud, Chapter II, no. 1.
160 Ad extremas, no. 4-9; Maximum Illud, Chapter I, no. 2b.
161 Ad extremas, no. 4; Maximum Illud, Chapter I, no. 2b.
In the Javanese mission, the discussion on the formation of the native clergy was strongly connected with the current events in some parts of Indonesia. Since 1910 there was a massive conversion to the Catholic faith in three major towns in Central Java: Magelang, Yogyakarta, and Surakarta as vividly described by Father J.C. Hooberchts, the Superior Missionary:

"At Yogyakarta Father van Driessen gives catechism to about 500 Javanese. Everyday their number is increasing. If the situation continues like this, then the second priest for the Javanese has to come soon. Also in Surakarta I have to place one priest for the Javanese. Father Stiproult has to leave the town but I haven't found anyone to replace him."

Some years later the growing number of converts seemed to be continuing. However, encouraging the situation was, some minor difficulties accompanied this abrupt event. The following letter showed that the Javanese Catholics, for instance, were still separated from the Europeans. Each had their own Church building:

"As you might have heard, the number of Javanese at Yogyakarta who join catechumens continues to increase. On Sundays more than 1,500 Javanese of all ages come to (their) Church. I say their Church. It was a big sport hall of the military, then became Fröbelsschool for the Freemason's children, and they sold it to us; at least on Sundays we can find a shelter for these Javanese. Now our difficulties are: (1) it is not a Church but a shelter; (2) soon it will become too small; (3) the Franciscan Sisters also needed it for the Javanese school, and it is too near to the Church for Europeans."


The increasing number of converts among the Javanese seemed to influence also the European communities. The Jesuits who worked for the Europeans reported that the participation and activities of the Europeans in the life of the Church grew considerably. Therefore, they also needed not only more priests for the parochial works but also for Catholic schools.

"The parish work becomes heavier. This year we have four new congregations (of Our Lady). On Sundays we gave a homily five times. At the occasion of Adoration on the First Fridays we also had to give a homily. This time we give religious lessons to about 2,000 children, etc. The devotion to the Sacred Heart is spread out..." 165

The difficulties of space could be solved without too many problems. The lack of personnel, however, remained a real thorn for the Javanese mission. Father van Lith and some other Jesuits were very disappointed because after twenty years of initiating the Javanese mission, the Jesuits who seriously learnt the Javanese language remained very few.

"The missionary work in Central Java goes on very well. We cannot ignore, however, that most of the new converts are still young, student boys. The great difficulty remains, that is, we have very few priests who speak Javanese." 166

Gemaatschappel van de militairen geweest, daarna Prüfschule van vrijwillige leeuwenkinderen en zoo ons verkocht, om de mensen in zondag ten minste onder dak te kunnen krijgen. Maar er zijn grote moeilijkheden. 1°, 't is geen kerk, maar meer een schuur. 2°, zal ze opengesteld te klein zijn. 3°, het terren is teveel voor Javanese scholen de Z&thisisselhessen en 4°, zij ligt zoo dicht bij de Europese kerk, dat ze elkaar hinderen door preken en zingen..." 165


The massive conversion among the Javanese did not correspond to the number of the missionaries. And from the Netherlands, Father van Lith heard about the lack of priests who knew the Javanese language. Then he wrote two urgent proposals for the mission: the importance of learning Javanese for all missionaries and the necessity of native priests. The knowledge of the local language was very important, he stated, because the missionaries should teach the Catholic faith according to the ideas and terms of the Javanese. Moreover, the desire of the nationalist movements for independence could cause a hateful attitude towards the Dutch government and any foreigners. If the missionaries spoke Javanese sufficiently, surely the Javanese would appreciate them and regard them in a different way. Nevertheless the presence of the native priests, he added, remained the most desired solution.

In the face of two contrasted events - the massive conversion of the Javanese and the lack of personnel - the request of two Javanese to become priests was certainly a great blessing for the mission. Therefore for the future of the Catholics in Java their formation was discussed with enthusiasm. The limited number of Jesuits in the mission, however, made it impossible to guarantee their formation to be "perfect and complete" as had been emphasized by the Apostolic Letters. Sending them to Europe seemed to be the feasible way.
and the best solution. In 1914 the first two candidates, P.J. Duxmasepoetra and FX Satiman, were sent to Turnhout (Belgium). In 1916 they arrived together with Nijmeegen (the Netherlands). From the beginning both candidates wanted to join the Jesuits. This is easily understandable because the Jesuits were the only religious family with which they were acquainted. On July 14, 1915 they entered the Jesuit novitiate at Mariëndaal.

Then, in the subsequent years other Javanese candidates followed the same steps of formation until the opening of the Jesuit novitiate at Yogakarta in 1922.

2.2.1. The Jesuit Novitiate at Yogakarta

In 1916 another four Javanese candidates left the seminary at Muntian for the Netherlands, but two of them died successively in 1918 and 1920. The main cause of their death seemed to be the cold climate of the Netherlands. The number of the Catholics in

---
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Java was still very few. Therefore the death of the Javaanse students always caused great sadness because the missionaries believed that the future of the Church was in the hand of these young Javaanse. To avoid the worse situation, the possibility of opening a Jesuit novitiate in Java entered into the discussion of the Province consultants and the Superior Missionees.

On February 9, 1921, in the consultants' meeting at Den Haag, the Vice Provincial, C. Raaijmakers, read the letter of approval of Father General for opening the novitiate in Java. After Rome gave it its permission, the discussion concerned the place and the future novice master. In his letter to the Provincial on October 11, 1921, the Superior Missionees wrote that he had proposed to Father General at Rome the names of Fathers Straker and Hertens respectively as the novice master and the rector of the novitiate, and the place was at Tugyakarta.

Father van Lith, who just arrived in the Netherlands when the discussion about the possibility of opening the novitiate in Java was initiated, contributed a decisive opinion for the future novitiate. Since he heard of the death of two young Javaanse in the Netherlands, Father van Lith was firm that no Javaanse should be sent to the Netherlands again. Therefore he favoured opening

---

164 J. Hertens to Father Provincial (J. Vogela), Utrecht, June 27, 1914.
165 AVV, Map 164, fasc. 1, no. 3: "SCHRIJVEN爭UZERCHOFTE, 3.3.18".
168 J. Kruithoof, to Father Provincial (C. Raaijmakers), Tugyakarta, August 29, September 24, and October 11, 1921, Zuiden, Map 169, fasc. 21, no. 23, 25, and 26.
169 "Franz van Lith, "Toelichting op het Missiewerk op Java", Zuiden, Archief 1, Claverbon, box 2, bundel 9 (p. 41): "Van de 12 dienaren Nederland vertrouken, kwamen er twee te overlijden en twee kwamen wegens ziekte uit Nederland terug."
the Jesuit novitiate in Java. Then Father van Lith sent his proposal to the Superior Missionis and to the Jesuit General at Rome. For the better future of the Javanese mission, he proposed that some Dutch novices be sent to make their novitiate in Java:

"Very soon we will open our novitiate in Java. I think that the Dutch novices can be sent to Java to experience their early formation together with their future co-workers in the mission. There is no great opposition here. If you agree with this proposal, I am sure that we can realize it soon."

On September 7, 1922 the novitiate was officially opened at Yogyakarta with eight novices: two Indonesian novices of the first year and six novices of the second year who had done their first year at Mariënmond, four Indonesian and two Dutch. The presence of some Dutch novices at Yogyakarta showed that the proposal of Father van Lith was accepted and realized. Since the novitiate building was not yet ready, for a while they had to stay in a hired house. In 1925, they finally moved to the new building. The new building was a complex which consisted of the Minor Seminary (Canisius College), the Jesuit novitiate and juniorate (Ignatius College), and later also a philosophate.

At the beginning the small number of new novices discouraged Father Stráte, the novice master, and Father Schmedding, the acting Superior Missionis. Both proposed to the Dutch Provincial to return to the old system, that is, to concentrate the formation in

On die reken werd het huur geacht de Javanen niet meer naar Nederland te zenden, maar de gymbesale opdracht gegeven op Java te doen plaats hebben."

"144 P. van Lith to the Superior Missionis [Jos Honderechts], Katwijk, September 15, 1921. Ibidem, Map 169, fasc. II, no. 27 (was enclosed in Jos Honderechts to the Dutch Provincial); the draft of P. van Lith to Father General Wladimir Leichenovski, Katwijk, March 2, 1922. Ibidem, dossier 364 [van Lith]. "... Maar ik weet niet wat ik 2 keer geschreven over uitzendingen van Nederlandse novici naar het Javansche novicaat om te komen tot gezamenlijke opvoeding en rechtstreekse kennisving voor de missio in Nederland. Hier is de tegenstand niet groot. Als u met het idee akkoord gaat, krijgen wij het er zeker door."

"145 P. Stráte to Father Provincial, Yogyakarta, October 7, 1922; February 14, 1923 and May 26, 1925. Ibidem Map 168, fasc. V, nos. 1, 2, and 3."

1921 en 1922, Pater v. L. het referendariat in Nederland niet meer, maar de gymbesale om de missio in Java te doen plaats hebben."

February, ik mij v. L. verzet tegen de missio in Java."
the Netherlands\(^\text{14}\). A year later, however, the opinion of Father Sträter was completely changed. The number of new novices remained small, but the presence and spirit of the novices had inspired him to try new methods in the novitiate.

To implant the missionary spirit, Father Sträter sent the novices to teach catechism\(^\text{15}\). Twice a week they were sent to teach the children in the mission schools, and once a week to teach the adults in the villages around Yogyakarta. The presence of novices, "Dutch and Javanese young missionaries," multiplied the number of converts to the Catholic faith. The new converts were not confined to the town of Yogyakarta thanks to the foundation of Catholic elementary schools in the remote villages, the presence of the alumni of Muntilan in governmental and mission schools, and now the more frequent contacts with the "young missionaries"\(^\text{16}\).

Many activities outside of the novitiate for the novices, and the novice master who was busy with many responsibilities aroused concern among some Jesuits in the mission\(^\text{17}\). In the meantime


\(^{15}\) F. Sträter to Father Provincial. Yogyakarta, September/October, 1922 and February 16, 1923. Zibaden, Map 168, Fasc. V, no. 1-2. \"Volgens mijn gevoelen kan ik mij verantwoorden gezien de grote nood aan gestellte krachten. Ook de andere paters kunnen zich meer verdienstelijk bezig houden ook met andere zaken, want het verlies van arbeidskrachten reschool... \", namelijk vorming van den missionarissen in onze Nederlandsen en toekomstige priesteren.\(^{18}\)

\(^{16}\) F. Sträter to Father Provincial. Yogyakarta, February 16, 1923 and May 19/26, 1926. Zibaden, Map 168, Fasc. V, no. 2-3. \"Bline enige maanden zijn de fraters ook begonnen om gedurende hun gewone wandeling twaalfmaal in de week waar de oorslaperige dessa's te gaan (...). Zoo komen de mensen in den omtrek van luchte lagsmeerkand in kontakt met onze godsdienst en het zal niet lang meer zijn of we krijgen bekeerlingen en misschien veel bekeeringen.\"


\(^{18}\) \"In eigen woorden, ik geloof niet dat de student aan de universiteit eigenlijk behoort te leiden. Je bent het inderdaad niet toegestaan of gemakkelijk om in de universiteit te onderwijsen. Het is een geheime, geheime zaken en het is een geheime zaken.\"
great enthusiasm among the novices and the abundant result of the missionary work encouraged Father Straker to a further step. He sent to the Dutch Provincial new proposals for the further formation of the young Jesuits in the mission. To maintain and not to interrupt the direct contacts with the Javanese people, he suggested that the juniorate\textsuperscript{138} and philosophy years should be done also at Yogyakarta. For that reason he asked the Dutch Provincial to send a philosophy teacher, and asked the Superior Missions to transfer some Jesuits in the mission to give some courses of philosophy at Yogyakarta\textsuperscript{139}.

2.2.2. Ignatius College: Novitiate, Juniorate, Philosophy

In 1924 Father van Lith returned to the mission from his medical treatment in the Netherlands. He did not return to Muntian but the Superior Missions asked him to lead the javanesse community at Semarang. Some days in the week he also taught the old javanesse (Kawi) language in the novitiate and juniorate at Yogyakarta. Since his return from the Netherlands, however, Father van Lith limited his activities to the Javanese language and culture. In missionary activities, his name did not appear.

When the Provincial approved the opening of the juniorate in 1924 and the philosophy course in 1926, for example, the opinion of Father van Lith did not appear. The programmes and methods of

\textsuperscript{138} en zielenlijver te geven "Worden wakker, doch voorzichtig trekken," geldt n.l. ook van de Onsen [...]. Ook kwaam de gedachte mij bij op: "Is dat nu het ideaal van een Jesuit, die op de veld moet leven?" om nu niet zomaar verwijt bij anderen te ontkennen, meer is goed te doen, zowel het niet mijn werk verantwoord als, naar buiten te werken, opdat de jongena zie, hoe een goede, verschillende werkzaamheden met elkaar kan verenigen.

\textsuperscript{139} F. Straker to Father Provincial, Yogyakarta, January 16, 1923; May 19/26, 1925 and January, 1926 ARJU, Map 168, fasc. V, nos. 2, 3, and 4.

mission show ab the pri now te preach of Fath the Jaw the solid f Java, W had the schools school activel and pri to the and at influe the 1915 b enterent follow: Giriasa

\textsuperscript{140} worden".
mission which he introduced some years before, however, began to show abundant results. Practically all of the first candidates to the priesthood came from the schools at Muntilan. The alumni who now taught in the schools prepared the fertile soil for the preaching of the Catholic faith. Their families realized the vision of Father van Lith, that is, to become the leaven and nucleus for the Javanese people:

"They married the Catholic women and initiated the nucleus of Catholic families; they attracted the others so that they really began to sow the seeds, small but spread everywhere\textsuperscript{144}."

When Father van Lith died on January 9, 1926, he had laid the solid foundation for the future of the Catholic Church in Central Java. When he died, the Jesuits in the mission of Indonesia already had their own novitiate, juniorate, and philosophate. The Catholic schools had reached remote places where even the governmental schools were not yet present. Besides hundreds of lay people who actively helped the missionary work, the first Indonesian Jesuits and priests of the other congregations also referred their vocation to the exemplary dedication and life of Father van Lith.

The following list of the Jesuit novices both at Mariëndaal and at Yogyakarta from 1915 to 1930 can help to understand the influence of Father van Lith in the mission\textsuperscript{145}. Practically all of the Indonesian novices were the alumni of the schools at Muntilan; and the presence of the Dutch novices at Yogyakarta was partly the realization of the proposal of Father van Lith. The list begins in 1915 because that was the year when the first Indonesian novices entered the novitiate at Mariëndaal; it ends in 1930 because in the following year the novitiate was transferred to the present place: Dirisonta, Semarang.

\textsuperscript{144} Het Rimanhof, "Katholieke Javaan moest nuurdeeg van Indonesisch leven worden", September 1, 1949, p. 3
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At Marindaneal:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>1st Year</th>
<th>2nd Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>FX Satiman</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>FX Satiman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>P. Darmasepoetra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>Al. Prawirartrama</td>
<td>Al. Prawirartrama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Alb. SoegiarsaNata</td>
<td>Adr. Djaarsepoetra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>D. Hardjasoevonda</td>
<td>Alb. SoegiarsaNata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M. Reksaatmadja</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. Soemarno</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. Tjiptjakoesoema</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. Caminada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G. Vriens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At Yogyakarta:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>1st Year</th>
<th>2nd Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>C. Poespadihardja</td>
<td>D. Hardjasoevonda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. Soesyoastoedja</td>
<td>M. Reksaatmadja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Soemarno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C. Tjiptjakoesoema</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H. Caminada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>G. Vriens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>R. Jasawahardja</td>
<td>C. Poespadihardja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H. Bastiaanse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R. van Thiel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>R. Jasawahardja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L. Koersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B. Sonanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>C. Martawerdja</td>
<td>G. Schoonhoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T. Poespasoeparta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
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1921
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According to the number and nationalities:

**At Mariëndaal:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>Canadian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1921</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**At Yogyakarta:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Dutch</th>
<th>Canadian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1922</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1923</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1926</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**

"1": Indonesian nationality

"2": Dutch nationality, including those two who entered directly at Yogyakarta in 1927 and 1928.
At the end of 1923, six Jesuit novices took the vows. At the proposal of Father Strater, they remained at the Ignatius College to begin their juniorate. The Dutch provincial also approved the opening of the philosophy course at Yogyakarta. In 1926 with three teachers, the Jesuits in Indonesia marked another important step of the formation of the native clergy, the philosophy course. A year later another Jesuit, Father L. van Rijckevorsel, joined the faculty. Now the complex consisted of the novitiate, juniorate, philosophy (Ignatius College), and the Minor Seminary (Canisius College).

Up to 1927, all students who wanted to become priests joined the Jesuits. The arrival of other religious congregations which worked in the mission of Indonesia made other choices possible; Carmelites, Capuchins, Passionists, Lazarists, etc. The Jesuits already anticipated the formation of the diocesan priests. In 1916, Mr. Kilelemis accepted the request of five students who wanted to become diocesan priests for the vicariate of Batavia. The formation of these diocesans, and the Jesuits' look towards Java is beyond the period of the thesis, that is, the life and the direct influence of Father van Lith.

It should be remembered that Franciscaus Xaverius Satias, the first native priest, was ordained on August 15, 1926 at Maasricht, the Netherlands. The other Jesuit scholar, P.J. Damasegoetsa, was not ordained because of poor health, the news was acceptable but remained disappointing for the Jesuit missionaries in Java as described by Father Schneider:

"We heard that Damasegoetsa probably won't be ordained because of his sickly condition. It will surely cause great disappointment here. I am not surprised anyhow."

\[\text{\textsuperscript{15}}\text{ Schneider to Facher provincial [C. Baaljeroeka], Muntian, March 10, 1932, AABF, May 169, fasc. III, no. 3.} \] "Er zullen meestal ook Javaan komen, die wil priester gaan, maar geen Jesuiet willen worden. Dat haalde het nog heerschappij voor onszelf, zoals van den Uvaan en den Zwaanenbroek, gezien te zijn, die dit werk goed kan voltooien. P. van Lith? Nou haak ik hem ook echt, mijn inzenu moet lij wel om anderen gevraagd. Maar niet de opdracht van de kankerrijke missionering.\]"
Looking at the other missions it becomes clear that in forming the native clergy the Lord guides us through difficulties and crosses. Compared to the other places, however, our mission carried lighter crosses.\(^{37}\)


See also "Consultaties". Amsterdam, February 14, 1926. Ibidem, 10, no. 23 (under mention ev. Beukers).
3. THE POLITICAL VISION

As was mentioned above, Father van Lith arrived in the mission of Java in 1896. By that time most political parties in the Netherlands emphasized the importance of revising the colonial policy. All agreed that the Netherlands had a moral duty regarding the development of the colonial land, that is, the Indonesian archipelago. The new colonial policy was known then as the Ethical Policy: active efforts to bring progress to the country and people of the Indonesian archipelago, under the Dutch authority and according to the western model.

The programmes of Father van Lith for the native education, his appreciation of the Javanese language and culture were parallel to the general policy of the government. The Governor Generals, A.P. van Idenburg (1909-1916) and J.P. van Limburg Stirum (1916-1921), also represented the good will of the Dutch government for the progress of Indonesia. Thanks to the Ethical Policy the number of public schools multiplied, hospitals and services to maintain public health improved.

The Ethical Policy also awakened the political awareness among the Indonesians. Some political associations were founded, such as Boedi Oetomo (1908), Sarekat Islam (1912), Indische Partij (1912). In the beginning the character of these political associations was co-operative. The liberal-progressive position of Governor General Limburg Stirum was open to the requirements of these nationalist movements. On December 16, 1916 he announced the creation of the Volksraad, a sort of People's Council for Indonesia. Very soon, however, the members of this People's Council were dissatisfied because the role of the Volksraad was merely consultative; it was


To fulfill the requirements of the members of the Volksraad, in 1919 Governor General Limburg Strunz appointed some representatives to be the members of the Commission for the Revision of the basic laws of the Netherlands Indies. Father van Lith was appointed to be the member of the Commission to represent the Catholic Church. In the meantime the Governor General J.P. Limburg Strunz was replaced by D. Pock (1921-1926). The conservative and reactionary position of the new Governor General only caused the nationalists to become non co-operative, more radical and to oppose the Dutch-Colonial government. It was in his role as a member of the Commission for the Revision and under this kind of political situation that Father van Lith described his political position.

1. Learning from the Philippines

It is interesting to explore the impulse and experience which influenced the political position of Father van Lith. Up to 1915 he had not made any political allusions in his letters or programmes. He concentrated his missionary works on the native education. He even came to the conclusion that the future of the Catholic Church in Indonesia would be determined by her contribution to the native education: "Any missionary works among the natives which do not begin with or which do not have root in the education will...


BIDON, p. 69.

On the political issue, the main writings which he wrote in the Netherlands between 1911 and 1924 were: "De politiek van Nederland in opstand van Nederlandsch-Indië," in Studia 19 (1932, pp. 281-379 and 321-346; "Letter uit de Filipijnen," on war the repression in the Nederlands-Indië; and "Am Zyn missionaries Akkoorden van Rossum". All these three are in ABZ, Collier 324 [Von Lith]. "Onlichting op het Missiewerk op Java", Ibidem, Archief St. Claverbont, 122. Bundel 9.

Therefore powerless...
fail⁴⁴⁶. The future priests in Indonesia, he stated, could not be other than priest-educators⁴⁴⁷. In 1915 he sent his renewed mission programmes to Rome. Besides the importance of the native education and the necessity of the native priests, the only novelty in the programmes was the recruitment of the Dutch Jesuits for the Javanese mission during their early formation⁴⁴⁸. He did not yet mention any political position.

In 1916 Father van Lith and another member of the Commission for the Native Education, Dr. G.J. Nieuwhuis, were sent to the Philippines to make a comparative study⁴⁴⁹. It should be remembered that since 1898 the Philippines were under the authority of the United States of America. The Dutch government in Indonesia thought that the American-educational methods in the Philippines might be helpful for the native education in Indonesia. For Father van Lith, the "comparative study" in the Philippines had another effect: the experience of the journey had transformed his political vision. This political vision did not appear immediately after his return from the Philippines. Some years later through his direct involvement in the political questions (1918-1924), the "Philippine experience" would become the repeated reference in the political position of Father van Lith⁵⁰⁰.

---

⁴⁴⁷ Ibidem, pp. 7-9, 14-18.
⁴⁴⁸ F. van Lith to (Father C. van Oppentraaj), at Rome, Muntlian, August 9, 1915. ARSI, Znd. Beersl., 2 J 30.

---

⁵⁰⁰ L. (1904). 47
⁵⁰⁰ L
⁵⁰⁰ C
⁵⁰⁰ Hbranas. 1
J.1.1. Decentralization or Self-government for Indonesia

The idea of decentralization for Indonesia was not completely new. In 1904 a Jesuit missionary, L. Hebrans, had already written the proposal*44. He merely launched the idea without suggesting any practical solution. The reason behind his proposal, however, would remain valid: the Dutch government in Indonesia knew the real situation much better than that in the Netherlands*45. If the Dutch government in the Netherlands delegated some decisions to the Government in Indonesia, then some important issues could be solved faster and better, and some other misunderstandings could be avoided; in other words Father L. Hebrans proposed the system of decentralization*46.

When Father van Lith began his activity in the Commission for the Revision in 1918 a similar question reappeared. Certainly the political situation had changed. Some political associations which represented both Indonesian and Dutch groups had been founded. They required a more important role in the government and regarded the consultative role of the Volksraad to be insufficient. As a member of the Commission Father van Lith reported that all representatives were agreed about self-government in Indonesia. He himself supported this proposal. The great distance between the Netherlands and Indonesia evidently caused many problems and misunderstandings merely because the Dutch government in the Netherlands did not know well the real situation*47. The main question was: to whom the government should be entrusted, to the Dutch or Indonesian representatives?*48.

---

In the Commission, Father van Lith opposed the election rules which would "predictably" lead the Dutch representatives to be the majority. It was not that he thought the Indonesians were already ready for government or for independence. He confirmed his support for self-government in Indonesia, provided that the Dutch representatives also gave space to the native representatives in the government.

The Indonesians had suffered too long under the Dutch government. After a hundred year (1800-1900), the Dutch government in Indonesia in practice continued the policy of the Dutch Company: the mercantile policy. The Dutch government treated the Indonesians merely as objects of merchandise. And for three hundred years (1600-1900), the relation between the Dutch and the Indonesians remained unchanged: employers - employees; oppressors - oppressed; foreigners - natives. It was this kind of slavish relation which caused Father van Lith not to entrust the self-government in Indonesia to the Dutch representatives only.

Father van Lith knew well the native sentiment. As a Catholic missionary he knew that the arrogance of the Dutch in Indonesia did tremendous harm to the image of the Catholic Church. Among the natives, he wrote, there was a general idea that Dutchman meant Christian. Then through his writings Father van Lith called the attention of the Catholics in the Netherlands to the problem because by that time the Catholic party had a great influence in the government. Father van Lith asked their contributions for the Indonesian issue. He did not refer to the Catholic party in Indonesia, the Indische Katholieke Partij (IKP) because their number was very small, the party was exclusively for the Dutch nationality, and

---

178 Ibidem, p. 289.
also was only recently founded."

Through his writings Father van Lith advised the Catholics in the Netherlands that it was a favourable occasion for them to change the wrong image of the Dutch people and Christianity among the Indonesians. The Catholic politicians in the Netherlands, he stated, should strive to show that the interest of the Catholic Church was in the full development and progress of the Indonesian and not to dominate or to seek money. Co-operation and living side by side was still possible, but the relation could not remain the relation between slaves to the masters or between employees towards employers; the relation should be based on the friendship between two brothers.

1.1.2. The System of Government

As was mentioned above, Father van Lith considered that having only Dutch representatives in the government would be incompatible with the interest of the nationalist movements. However he also thought that the Indonesians were not yet ready to govern themselves. Therefore to avoid any kind of more radical movements, Father van Lith saw that compromise and evolution towards self-government would be the only feasible solution.

According to Father van Lith the political situation still permitted the colonial government and the nationalist movements to co-operate. But if the Dutch authority were unwilling to give more space to the aspiration of the nationalists, he remarked, the situation could change drastically and the remedy would be too

late. The system of government which he proposed was the creation of two Houses of Representatives where each House had the same authority\(^\text{100}\). If the Dutch representatives had a majority in the first House, then the natives were to have it in the second one or vice versa.

Father van Lith defended his proposal which was judged by some Dutch members to be racist and would only sharpen the racial differences. For Father van Lith that judgement only reflected a reluctant attitude towards the political emancipation\(^\text{101}\). It was true that his proposal arose from the real situation: the existence of different races in Indonesia. His proposal, however, tried to show that the racial differences were not necessarily leading to racism or enmity. Politics, he remarked, should be able to overcome the racial differences because to pursue the common development and progress the co-operation and support of others were needed.

"As a matter of fact in any contradictory interest there exists one principle: to pursue the common interest we are interdependent, one depends on the other. I learnt this formulation from the social principle of the Dutch Catholics: solidarity. The basis of my proposal is not other than Christian love. It is the same vocation also for every missionary. It manifested the heart of the Catholic Party in the Netherlands\(^\text{102}\)."

Father van Lith considered the governmental system of two Houses of Representatives to be the ideal solution. In one House (he called it the Belangenkamer) the Dutch majority was needed. The Dutch representatives could show how to live in the democratic system which was new for the Indonesians. In a certain sense the Indonesians would learn that in the new system they had to abandon

---

\(^{100}\) Cfr. "De politiek...." pp. 125-127; "Over het regeringvoorzit hervorming," [pp. 3-8].

\(^{101}\) Cfr. "De politiek...." p. 128; "Over het regeringvoorzit hervorming," [p. 4].

\(^{102}\) "De politiek...." p. 296.
the feudalistic and despotic tradition'. Then the Indonesian representatives should have the majority in another House (he called it Volkskamer). The Indonesians had authority to control the policies which had been decided by the First House, the Dutch representatives. Then to assure co-operation, both representatives had to abandon some parts of their own interests in order to reach common policies. The proposal, confirmed Father van Lith, would guarantee the co-operation and at the same time would prepare the Indonesians for self-government.

Then Father van Lith reminded the Catholic politicians in the Netherlands that the situation in Indonesia had very much changed. The progress of the native education, he wrote, changed also the mentality of the natives. The Dutch politicians in the Netherlands had to consider this significant change or otherwise the Indonesians would throw the foreigners out. He described the change of the mentality among the natives as follows:

"On the occasion of the wedding ceremony of Prince Mangkunegara from Surakarta, I joined the other guests sitting down in the main hall of the palace. The children of the Javanese schools, wearing the uniforms, defiled in front of the palace... a scene which was never seen by old generation. What a great influence of the education on the Javanese mentality! When I saw these thousands of children in defile, suddenly an idea came to my mind: the present Javanese leaders do not frighten us, but in front of me there are thousands of soldiers who will throw us into the sea. Many people in the Netherlands do not know the real situation in Indië. They think that nothing will change, and they are wrong. What now is, will not remain so. What is weak now, will become strong; what is strong, will become weak. A new era and new world are coming, and the wise will prepare themselves.”

184 Cfr. ‘De politiek’...’ p. 341-343; ‘Over het regeringsvoorstel herziening.’ [pp. 5-6].
185 ‘De politiek...’ pp. 127-128.
7,1,3. The Position of the Missionaries

Father van Lith was well aware that his proposal was an ideal, and therefore it could be judged as being too much for the Dutch government. But if the government remained firm in its own interest, while the Catholic politicians in the Netherlands did not take any steps, the break-out of tumult was inevitable. As a matter of fact, maintained Father van Lith, the Javanese had a peaceful nature. Once they knew that their rights were guaranteed and their complaints were solved, then their movements would remain cooperative. Therefore he insisted on the contribution of the Catholic politicians so that the Dutch government (1) gave to the natives fair election rules; (2) assured them with the presence of their representatives in the government.

Because of his political position Father van Lith was accused of being socialist and a red priest by some other Dutchmen in the Commission. The appellation as a red priest became more common especially after the publication of his article and the reactions which were provoked by the article. He merely responded that if his political position was judged to be red, then the whole Catholic policy was red. As a matter of fact it was the call of the Catholic Party, he stated, to be the mediator; the mediator in the midst of conflictual interests.

As Catholic missionary, however, the role as mediator could not be neutral. If the relation between the Dutch government and the Indonesians fell to pieces, the missionaries should take a

---

134 The word "missionaries" has to be well understood. After the publication of the article of Father van Lith, in fact, some Jesuit missionaries in Indonesia, through the magazine De Java-Post, explained that Father van Lith described his own position, and not that of all missionaries. This explanation then aroused another discussion. It will be clear in the following pages of this subtitle.


137 Cfr. "De politiek...", p. 339; "Over het regeringsvoorsteel harsening." (pp. 43-44); "De Java-Post." 1920, p. 295.
position". The missionaries have long lived with the natives, spoke their language, and shared their suffering. From direct contact, the missionaries were aware of the burden and pressure of the natives. They could well understand if the natives claimed their rights which had been denied. Then Father van Lith concluded that in case of tumult or revolution, the missionaries would be on the side of the natives.

Father van Lith confirmed that "on the side of the natives" did not necessarily mean that their fellow Dutchmen were their enemies. Then he added that the position of the missionaries was against avarice and arrogance; it was the last reminder that since the situation in Indonesia last changed, the attitude of the Dutch government should also be changed:

"The domination of the era of the white race is over. It is not forever that one white man will survive in front of 100,000 Asians. It is an arrogant attitude to dominate the Javanese merely because they are Javanese. Admit the rights of the natives if you want your own rights to be recognised. In the Church of Christ there exist no Jews or Romans or Greeks; therefore there exist no Dutchmen or Javanese. What inside the Church from the beginning has been the law, now applies also outside the Church: from now on Dutchmen, Indies and Javanese should live together and side by side as brothers, otherwise in a short time they will totally split."!

Father van Lith was also aware that not all missionaries came to Indonesia with the same vision. Those who always worked amongst the Europeans certainly would have different experiences and concerns from those who worked for the natives. The actual Apostolic Vicar (Mgr. H. Leypen) and the Superior Missionis (Jos Hoeberechts), he cited as examples, have never worked amongst the Javanese. Therefore it was difficult for them to understand the
demands of the nationalist movements. If the tumult arose, concluded Father van Lith, the position of the missionaries inevitably would split into two camps. Nevertheless, he added, it was not contrary to the priestly vocation because on both sides "we served Christ and not because we are agreed with the war or revolution."*

Certainly none of the missionaries in Indonesia expected that very terrible possibility. Therefore Father van Lith invited each missionary to be very cautious in his choice, the choice "between our fathers and our children, between the Dutchmen and the Natives."** He reminded them not to repeat the errors of the Spanish missionaries in the Philippines:

"I have been in the Philippines, and I learnt a lot there. I also heard what had caused the great disaster for the Catholic Church in the Philippines. For a very long time the missionaries have placed themselves on the side of the Spaniards. When a revolutionary movement arose, then the Spaniards confiscated the properties of the missionaries: land, monasteries, schools. This had been the error of the Spaniards in the Philippines; the error of the government and the error of the clergy. Certainly I hope that the same errors will not happen here in Java if the revolution takes place."***

Father van Lith agreed that the Indonesian nationalists were not ready for self-government and that their claims were not always logical. But he regretted the writings of some Jewish missionaries in the newspapers and magazines which underestimated and ridiculed

---

** "Geleerd uit de Filippijnen," p. 34.
*** Ibidem, p. 29.
**** "Geleerd uit de Filippijnen," p. 16; "Ann Kardinaal van Rossum," p. 4. "Hun beent het zelf pas van te Filippijnen teruggekomen en heb daar geleerd, dat in die kolonie de grote wending voor de Katholieke kerk daaruit is voorgegaan, dat de missionarissen veel te veel en veel te lang op het Spanske standpunt zijn blijven staan, onwaar tot ze tijdens den opstand door de Filippijnse oog geraakt en daarna met scheepvaart de land zijn uitgezet. Dit is de fout der Spnergieven geweest op de Filippijnen, de fout van de Regering en de fout der Hoogheid."
their programmes. Those writings, he stated, only made the impressions that "we are in opposition to the nationalist movements toward liberty".133

Instead of criticizing the interest of the natives, Father van Lith urged the missionaries to join them wholeheartedly and give them sympathy. Because for each missionary the native community was his bride. In Christ he should cultivate the natives to be his spiritual children, and then he himself became their father:

"The missionary left his native land, his family and relatives to become one with the Christian community to whom he gives his love. To her his heart belongs. He has to be loyal to his love, and therefore his heart should be for his community and his children".134

3.2. THE REACTIONS TOWARDS FATHER VAN LITH'S POSITION

The article of Father van Lith in the Jesuit magazine of the Dutch Province, the Studia135, provoked strong reactions among the missionaries, politicians, and journalists in Indonesia. The main issue which created irritation was his political position towards the natives. By that time he was in the Netherlands and waiting for the official permission to return to Indonesia. Partly because of his article those who had strongly disapproved his return to the mission now obtained another reason to strengthen their opposition. On the other hand, thanks to the article of Father van Lith the Javanese Catholics found a stimulus to organize themselves and to take part more actively in the political life.

The most severe reaction to the article of Father van Lith came from the new Vicar of Batavia, Mgr. van Velzen (1924-1933). He received the appointment on February 17, 1924, that is, about one year after the publication of Father van Lith's article. As was clear from his letter, the reaction of the Vicar towards Father van Lith's political position was the culmination of his personal and long irritation. The increasing sympathy towards the position of Father van Lith, however, could be another reason for the fierce tone of his reaction:

"Father van Lith came to Indonesia only one year before me. With all respect for his work and acknowledgment of his talents, however, during these many years he has created an annoyance for me in many cases. In some points of the educational issues he is my opponent."[20]

The "controversial" article of Father van Lith had divided the missionaries into two opposing groups[21]. It was in the midst of this unhappy situation that Mgr. A. van Velzen heard that Father General W. Ledóchowski had permitted Father van Lith to return to the mission. He had always strongly opposed his return. Without denying the sincere reasons of Father General's decision, he wrote a letter to Father C. Raaijmakers, the former Dutch Provincial, now at Rome. The Vicar asked Father Raaijmakers for the postponement of Father van Lith's return to the mission because, he stated, the consultants in the mission opposed it and politically it was not opportune:

204 "De Java-Post," February 22, 1924.
205 Mgr. van Velzen to Father L. van Oppenrijt (at home). (Letter), April 21, (1924). ANU, Dossier 314 (van Lith), "P. van Lith is adjuncts een jaar voor mij in Indië gebleven, toen met allen erwijde voor zijn arbeit, en erkenning van zyne groote talenken, is hij mij welk aan in de lange jaren voortdurend een ergernis geweest, in onderwijszaken in was of anders hoofdpoel in hij zijn tegen- stander".
"Let me now explain the reasons of my request. With full respect to the decision of Father General, I am entirely ready to follow his opinion.

Without consultation of the government in the Netherlands, the government in Indonesia will not be very happy to learn of the return of Father van Lith. The government asked the opinion of the Holy See about Father van Lith's article. His political expressions were such that the communist newspapers had enough for a long time to present them to their readers; Moreover, his perilous political tendency unmistakably influences the indigenous with their more and more manifest nationalism which is pushing towards extremism.

Perhaps he is in continual correspondence with the leaders of the Javanese Catholics. I don't dare affirm this with certainty, but we have a lot of difficulties with the Catholic Political Javanese Association which strives for the independence of Java.

Allow me to say that Father van Lith is a dangerous man who always knows how to find reasons to defend even the most risky position. Now, where will he bring us with his politics when he returns here among us?"

Mgr. van Velsen admitted that the absence of Father van Lith was a great loss for the education in general. The government and the natives were used to look for his advice. On the other hand, the Vicar also regarded his absence as a grace because it would enable the mission, the natives, and the young missionaries to be more independent. Since the decision of his return had already been taken, he then described his policy to keep Father van Lith from

---

77 Mgr. van Velsen to Father R. van Oppenraaij (at home). [Jakarta], April 21, [1924]. Didden, dossier 324 (van Lith). "Laat ik nu de redenen uiteenzetten, die mij noopte het verzoek te doen. Vol enthousiast echter voor de rede, die AKB General tot zijn besluit leidden, ben ik geheel bereid mij naar diens inzichten te richten.

Ik meen, dat tenzij de regering in Holland geopper is, ter hoeve regering hier niet zeer aangenaam zal zijn, indien hier teruggekeerd iemand on wiens bekende brochure de regering zelf de aandacht van den R. Stoel op hem gevort heeft. Geen wiens uitingen van dien aard waren, dat de communistische bladen hier lange tijd hunne lesers daarop vergeweten, die bovendien met wijze, bekende politieke neigingen een niet te mielenkomen invloed heeft op de Inlanders met hun inner meer eisende, bovendien meer dan het enige wellevende voorstroomend nationalisme. Nu reeds, mitscheen door de voortdurende correspondentie van P. van Lith met de meer hoogstaande katholieke Javanen, oostelijk is dit niet ten stelligste durf beweren, moeten we allen in het werk stellen om o.a. den Sach, politieken Bond der Javanen in zijn streven naar zelfstandsgezien van Java [...]. P. van Lith is naar mijn bescheiden mening dit verma verbo een zeer gewaarde man, die altijd redemt weet te vinden om zelfs de meer gewaarde stellingen te verdedigen. Waarneen zal hij ons brengen met zijn politiek, als hij hier terugkeert?"
making disturbing movements:

"I can forgive many people. I can easily understand also those who have good will but when they tend to realize in everything their own will. Towards Father van lith, however, I will not be flexible like my predecessor, Mgr. B. Luppen, and Father Mortens. I can't believe that Fr. van Lith in the years he was in the Netherlands would be changed so much, that he would not return to his former tendencies. This is a risk which I cannot take.

Then I will ask him to do missionary work under obedience. If Father General permitted him to return, it means that Father van Lith will offer the useful work for the mission. I am convinced that Most Rev. Father General can judge better than I in this case. So good to give to Most Rev. Father General my assurance that I will make it according to his insight."

3.2.2. Among the Jesuit Missionaries

Before the publication of his article, Father van Lith had already mentioned his political activity in his letter to Father Schmeding, his superior at Mantilan. Father van Lith informed his superior that he had suggested to the Javanese Catholics that they found a Catholic Party which was independent from the Indische Katholieke Partij. Father Schmeding himself judged that the political programmes of Father van Lith were still vague. He

---


reported them to the Provincial just because he could not yet judge whether those programmes would be dangerous or not:

"I enclose here the letter of Father van Lith which was sent to me in the capacity of the rector at Muntjac. I send it to you because it contains his programmes; and among them is his plan to establish a Catholic Party, independent from the Dutch one. His programmes are vague, might be very good or might be not without danger. He used to follow his own way and therefore I inform you of them."

Before the article of Father van Lith provoked many reactions, Father J. van Rijckevorsel had written a letter to Father van Lith and to Father Provincial, C. Raaijmakers. Father van Rijckevorsel was a Jesuit missionary who since his arrival in 1809 always worked in Jakarta. He was the assistant of the Apostolic Vicar and led the social activities among the Dutch Catholics. It seemed that he was also the adviser of the Indische Katholieke Partij. Therefore the political issues were not extraneous for him.

In his letter to Father van Lith, Father van Rijckevorsel simply listed the immediate reactions caused by his article. First of all he wrote that the article had caused difficulties among the European Catholics. The Catholic members of the Volksraad, he cited as an example, were obliged to prepare a clarification regarding the article. Then some Catholics who worked for the good of the

---


See also Schrijfend an Father Provincial. Mcculian, December 31, 1921 and March 21, 1922. Zidem. nn. 2 and 4.


natives felt offended and asked to know if the article reflected the position of the missionaries. Most of the missionaries simply stated that they were extraneous from the political issues.

In his letter on February 3, 1923, Father van Rijckevorsel asked the Provincial to warn Father van Lith. He wrote that it would be much wiser if Father van Lith did not further the argument. His opinions were very radical, none discussed them and would not be helpful. And if Father van Lith wanted to make corrections in what he had written, then Father van Rijckevorsel recommended that he should write it cautiously in order not to estrange the missionaries.

The successive letters of Father van Rijckevorsel to Father Provincial described the whole discussion which was provoked by the article. In the midst of diverse reactions, the Jesuit magazine in Indonesia, De Java-Post, did not admit the position of Father van Lith. Father van Aernsenbergen, the editor of the magazine wrote that Father van Lith expressed his own personal position which was not that of the missionaries. His "we" in his article, he stated, was not other than pluralis modesistae.

The statement of De Java-Post provoked other reactions. The missionaries at Muntian and a number of the Javanese Catholics demanded that the De Java-Post retract the statement. Some natives even considered the denial of De Java-Post to accept the position of Father van Lith as a "scurrility." Then Father van Rijckevorsel explained to the Provincial that the situation was very complicated. The reactions of the missionaries, he wrote, could be divided into three groups: (1) those who worked outside Java still

---

105 Ibidem.
106 De Java-Post, February 2, 1923; De Nieuwe Soerabaja Courant, cited it word for word in its edition on February 6, 1923.
had great respect for the Dutch government; (2) those who worked
among the Javanese understood easily the position both of the
natives and Father van Lith; (3) those who worked exclusively among
the Europeans and did not have any contacts with the natives
fiercely opposed the position of Father van Lith and tended to
underestimate the natives[14]. Father van Rijckevorsel also
described how in the midst of this compulsory, Father Schmeding
(the acting Superior Missionis) and Father van Hoof (the secretary
of the Vicar) tried to maintain calm among the Catholics[14].

The letter of Father Jos Hoeberechts, the Superior Missionis
who was on a journey in the Netherlands, gave relief to those who
favoured the position of Father van Lith. In his letter the
Superior Missionis solicited all missionaries to respect liberty,
to be open to the future, and to be more moderate in their
judgement[15]. Then Father van Rijckevorsel cited what Father
Hoeberechts wrote to him: "The distrust towards the article of
Father van Lith reflected something else. The irritation towards
Father van Lith had already existed before, the article only
awakened it[16]. Then Father van Rijckevorsel added that -
presumably - the different positions among the missionaries could be
overcome through sincere, honest, and open discussion[16].

Father van Rijckevorsel was concerned that there was no
sincere talk among the missionaries. Because in the course of time
it became clear how their opinions placed them in two camps, and it
was not only a difference of opinion; those who were on the side of
Father van Lith, and therefore on the side of the natives (Frs. Jos

[12] Cfr. A. van Hoof to Father Aevertsheten [editor of the Java-Post].
Weltzrueden. February 7, 1923. ANOS, Map 188. Fasc. VI. no. 11 (Supplement).
[13] Cfr. J. van Rijckevorsel to Father Provincial Weltzrueden. February 17,
[14] Zidam., "wantouwen echter aan de brochure zelf en weer anderen zeggen:
Het bestond al voor de brochure kwam. p.v. Lith had hem toen al opgewekt".
Hoeberichts, Schmedding, Hellings) and those who were on the side of the "Europeans" (Mgr. van Velsen, Frs. A. van Hoof, Aernsbergen, Sondaal). Father van Rijckevorsel described how Cardinal van Rossum, the Prefect of the Propaganda Fide and incidentally Dutch, had answered the complaint of the government about the involvement of Father van Lith in the political question: "The right hand of the Governor General, Ch. Welther, told me that Cardinal van Rossum judged Father van Lith as an overzealous and imprudent man whose statement only offended the others." Then A.B. ten Berge, a Catholic and a member of the Volksraad added that Cardinal van Rossum, in the colonial situation of Indonesia, would prefer to avoid any kind of conflict with the government.

After observing and reflecting upon the direction of the discussion, Father van Rijckevorsel concluded that whoever opposed the political position of Father van Lith would only lose contacts with the natives and their support. For the Catholic missionaries, he confirmed, it meant that they alienated themselves from the Javanese Catholics. That was the position which the Superior Missionis and Father Schmedding tried to avoid.

---

124 Cfr. J. van Rijckevorsel to Father Provincial, Weltevreden, February 16 and 17, March 3, 9 and 24, 1923. Ibsidem, mm. 11-15.
126 J. van Rijckevorsel to Father Provincial, Weltevreden, March 19 and 24, 1923. Ibsidem, mm. 14 and 15.
3.2.3. The Other Reactions

As was mentioned above, the weekly magazine of the Jesuits in Indonesia, De Java-Post, did not share the political position of Father van Lith. In the meantime, the other publications exclaimed Father van Lith as the most sincere and honest speaker on behalf of the oppressed, that is, the natives. But not only these publications altered the original message of Father van Lith to justify their own interests. The publications which supported enthusiastically Father van Lith's political position were mostly the liberal and socialist press. And for some missionaries, it did more harm for the Catholic Church because they were regarded to have red ideology; it would only worsen the relations with the government.

Another effect of the article of Father van Lith was the increasing solidarity among the Indonesian associations, both Catholic and non-Catholic. Among the Catholics, the alumni of the schools at Muntain played a significant role. And among the alumni, the most important figure was Ignatius Joseph Kasimo. He would become the leader and the founder of the Indonesische Katholieke Partij. Later he became a member of the Ministers' Cabinet after independence.

In the beginning, to take part in the political activity some of the Javanese Catholics joined Agedi Cetomo, the only native party with national principles. In the course of time, however,

---

235 J. van Bijckeskool to Father Provincial, Weltevreden, February 3 and 17, 1923. AERF, Map 164, fasc. VI, no. 10 and 32; P.J.W. Müller to Father Provincial, Bandung, February 27, 1923. Ibidem, Map 168, fasc. II, no. 10.


they found themselves suspected merely because of their Catholicity:

"Is not Christianity the religion of the Dutch? How can the Catholics have unity of mind and heart with us? Is it possible for them to be Catholic and nationalist or true patriot as well? Surely they belong to "kaum sini" (Dutch side) and not "kaum sini" (Indonesian side)".

In the midst of this situation the article of Father van Lith was considered by I.J. Laskio and the Javanese Catholics to be a "holy book," the frame of reference for their movement. The last part of the article awakened their awareness and encouraged them to respond to the invitation of Father van Lith:

"If your consent can strengthen my voice—which is weak—then I am sure that this voice will be able to awaken the whole Netherlands and will bring what you yourselves had planned; the island of Java grows and becomes the Netherlands Indies and the whole archipelago regains its glorious era, and will be reborn to occupy a place of honour among the other nations."

In fact, Father van Lith referred the article to the Catholics in the Netherlands, that is, the Rooms Katholieke Staatspartij. For I.J. Laskio and the Catholics in Java, however, the invitation was also directed to them and was interpreted as an encouragement: "Don't be afraid. I referred this invitation to you, to stand up behind me ...".

At the beginning of August 1923, as a response to "Father van Lith's invitation", the Javanese Catholics decided to form a Catholic association for the Javanese: Pakempan Politik Katolik.


"De politiek..." p. 346.

Djawi (PPKD), Political Association for the Javanese Catholics. I.J. Kasimo was appointed to be the Secretary of this PPKD. In 1930 this Javanese Catholic Association was opened to the whole archipelago and changed its name to: Persepsis Politik Katolik Indonesia (PPKI), then Partai Katolik Indonesia\textsuperscript{100}. Through this political association the Indonesian Catholics showed other nationalists that their Catholicism was not in opposition with their nationality\textsuperscript{100}.

\textsuperscript{100} Cit. Y. Adiubrata, op. cit., p. 23.

\textsuperscript{101} Cit. Y. Adiubrata, op. cit., pp. 23-101.
4. THE JAVANESE CUSTOMS

The progress of the Javanese mission was inseparable from the role of Father van Lith. Admittedly, however, almost all methods which he tried to introduce always aroused discussions, at least in the beginning. Then the reasons of some missionaries for opposing the return of Father van Lith to Indonesia showed that there were contrasts of opinion among the Jesuit missionaries themselves. The letter of Father Schneiding to Father Provincial on March 21, 1922, for instance, clearly listed the restrictions which Father van Lith had to keep in his mind if he wanted to return to the mission:

"Now concerning the return of Father van Lith. I understand your difficulty. I remain firm that he should not return to Indonesia. Or if he returns he will not defend again his opinions on the question of the moral theology, especially about the maternity of the Javanese Catholics and indissolubility. He has also to be more loyal to the canonical regulation and Church authority, and to limit his political activity."220

Father van Lith's political position, and the reactions which followed, have been treated in the previous chapter. His position in theology and his interpretation of the canonical regulations were closely connected with his acknowledgment of the Javanese customs, such as marriage, circumcision, and some other usages. It should be remembered also that the questions about maternity and other usages had already arisen in the early years of the Javanese mission, 1890-1904. At about the same time, the question of the liturgical prayer, the Our Father was also being debated.

---

220 Schneiding to Father Provincial (2, Reismakers), Muijilien, March 31, 1922, AMU, Map 129, Fasc. 4, no. 4, "Was het geval van S.P. van Lith betreft, ik begrijp uw bezwaarheid. Maar bij M's blijft de overtuiging dat 22 niet in Indië mag teruggestuurd of als weten zekerheid hebben, dat bij wijze van opvattingen onrecht eurialtheologische kwesties, vooral onrecht het heilig van Javanische christenen en zije onomwindbaarheid, niet meer zal volgen. Ook is noodig toevertrouwt volt van welwillende welwillende, meer onderwerping aan het kerkelijke overheid, maar terughouding in politieke zaken. Maar roep mij 'wezen van zijn wier lich nog veranderen'?" See also Muijilien, December 7, 1921, Topyakarta, July 2 and August 15, 1922, Idem, nr. 4, 13 and 15.
Just as about the question of the Our Father, the Superior Missionis asked Father van Lith to do some personal studies and give his observations to understand the issues better. His letters and the results of his observation308 can be divided into two great themes: (1) the question of the matrimony of the Javanese Catholics, (2) the circumcision and the other Javanese usages.

4.1. THE MATRIMONY OF THE JAVANESE CATHOLICS

In the beginning of the Javanese mission, the missionaries concentrated their work on the education of the young boys. When these new converts reached the age of marriage, they faced some difficulties: (1) they did not meet any Javanese Catholic girls; (2) there was a great difference of ideas between the Catholic and Javanese matrimony; (3) the only available institution which regulated the matrimony in the island of Java was penghulu. The penghulu was any Javanese Moslem who was appointed by the Dutch government to legalize the Javanese matrimony. Automatically, all Javanese who wanted to legalize their matrimony had to do it under the Moslem regulation. On the other hand, there was no choice for the Javanese Catholics.

At Minahasa and Manado (in the North Celebes), in Flores, and in the Moluccas, the government estrusted the regulation of Christian matrimony to the Protestant ministers and Catholic priests. This was possible thanks to the good relations between the priests and the local government. Moreover, in those places the

308 During his medical treatment in the Netherlands (1921-1924) Father van Lith finally had time to write what he had done and the kind of visions which he had behind his methods. On the question of the Javanese marriage and circumcision he wrote five articles which were unpublished and were conserved in the Archive of the Jesuit Curia in Rome: (1) De geboorten van de Javanen; (2) De kastelemisal; (3) De bemiddelis op Java; (4) "De Javannische huwelijk in verband met bemiddelis"; (5) "De census van het Javaansche huwelijk".

Christian religion was not extraneous. The same regulation could not be applied in Java because the government did not want to stir up reactions among the Moslems.

In the early years of his work at Muntilan (1897-1900), Father van Lith tried to solve the problem of mixed-marriage according to canonical regulations. Since all marriages were practically mixed-matrimones, he had to ask for a dispensation from the Vicar for every request. Very soon he realized that it was impossible to maintain the same procedure. To receive the dispensation, he had to wait for months while the Javanese family had decided the date of marriage. For the Javanese, he stated, the date of marriage was not only a question of practical choice, it was the result of long, very complicated and -for Father van Lith- inexplicable method. There was a long tradition and local usage behind this choice.

In his letter to the Vicar at the beginning of March, 1902, Father van Lith, who had good relations with the Dutch and native officials, proposed a simple and not-expensive solution. It was simple because it would save much time and correspondence; not-expensive because it would not mean extra expenses for him and for the Javanese. The question of the marriage of the Javanese Catholics, he wrote, would be solved if the Vicar permitted him to

---

128 F. van Lith to Mgr. Luypen. Muntilan, (March 5/6) and March 7, 1902. ANJAK, Map Muntilan.

129 The term "mixed-marriage" here is my own translation from Fader van Lith's term of the "gemeenghe huwelijjt"; "voor nu en nog voor langen tijd zullen op Java onder de Nederlandse gemeenghe huwelijken zijn te verwachten zijt. Zijn de gemeenghe huwelijken van inlandsre op Java, huwelijken tussehen Katholiek en protest of tuschen Katholiek en mahomedaan? Beide gelijken zullen zich noophouden. "("De Javanische huwelijken in verband met de Geslachtslijn"). The term itself should be understood in the context of its time, that is, around 1900. Therefore, I did not translate it as "disparity of cult" (disparitas cultus): between a Catholic and a non-Christian, and the "mixed-marriages" (matrimonium mixtum) as found in CIC 1983, cc. 1124-1125. Father van Lith meant, the "mixed-marriage" was used for any marriage between a "Catholic and a non-Christian. "Gemeenghe Katholiek en heiden van (Catholiek en mahomedaan)" that is, "between a Catholic and pagan or between a Catholic and Moslem."
become an official *registrar* of matrimony just as the *pungulu* was. Then he described some pastoral advantages which he would have if he had that function because the Javanese idea about matrimony, in a certain sense, was incompatible with the Catholicity.

Mr. Luypen and Father Hoeveenaars saw an incompatibility between the tasks of a registrar and the function of a priest. For, according to them, to record the divorces was included among the tasks of the registrar; a practice which was essentially contrary with the indissoluble and monogamous character of the Catholic matrimony. Father van Lith’s starting point was different. In his letters, he repeatedly emphasized that he did not start his work from the sacramental or theological question, but rather from practical or pastoral solution.

In order to clarify the proposal, the Superior Missionis, Father C. Heilinga recommended that Father van Lith describe it more clearly and more in detail. On March 5/6, 1902 Father van Lith sent to the vicar the results of his personal observations. The letter consisted of sixteen pages and explained each point of the issues, such as (a) the idea of the Javanese matrimony; (b) the role of the registrar of matrimony; (c) the practical solution.

---

4.1.1. The Javanese Matrimony

Through his personal observation and direct contacts with the people in the villages, Father van Lith formulated the idea of the matrimony practice among the Javanese as a contract of trading. The art of "buying" the bride from the part of the bridegroom's family or parents. After legalising the matrimony in front of the penghulu the woman belonged to the man as his wife. And in the Javanese society the husband, the head of family, was the boss. He was the one who decided everything.

Father van Lith also wrote that the Javanese matrimony was the affair of the parents. It was the parents who decided the future wife of their son, or the future husband of their daughter. The son might know his future wife, and therefore he had time to observe her. The girl, on the other hand, did not know her future husband until the time when her future husband was ready to take her. She did not have time to know her future husband and she did not have right to refuse the decision of her parents.

According to the observation of Father van Lith, the Javanese marriage did not have a sacred significance. The Moslem Law did not prescribe that the Javanese matrimony be legalised in front of the penghulu. Then Father van Lith confirmed that the practice was introduced by the Dutch government merely for civil administration. Since the idea of Javanese matrimony was contract of trading, then the penghulu who legalised the marriage was regarded the pen matrimoni.

The marriage was not itself. The affair of the man and the woman caused the former to divorce the woman. He could not force the former not to divorce the woman.
regarded as the guarantee of the trading.

As a matter of fact the penghulu was merely a registrar and testimony of their marriage.

Father van Lith judged that the role of the penghulu was not more than as the governmental official. Practically the penghulu did not involve himself in the events before or after the marriage itself. The period of preparation for the future couple was not the affair of the penghulu. It was not rare, therefore, that a few days after the marriage the man asked for divorce. The reason of divorce could vary because with the marriage the social status of the man had changed.

After the matrimony he became a husband and the head of the family, therefore he could decide for himself. He could take a new wife according to his own choice and divorce the first wife whom his parents had chosen for him. The woman did not have that right. This condition, observed Father van Lith, caused the cases of divorce among the Javaneses to be something acceptable. The divorce was not regarded as failure but merely that "they cannot go together".

However, Father van Lith added, "it did not mean that all marriages ended with divorce."

On the other hand, indissolubility and monogamy were considered to be essential characteristics of Catholic marriage. Thus the idea of contract in the Catholic matrimony also preserved the freedom of the future couple. It is not exaggerating therefore if Father van Lith judged that "the idea of Catholic marriage is

---

10 F. van Lith to Mgr. Luppen. Muntlaan. [March 5/6], 1902. AAJAK, Mep Muntlaan.


still too high for the Javanese. It was this condition which had urged him not to demand the radical change of the Javanese in a very short time. And Father van Lith saw that the registrar of matrimony could be the best means to bridge the incompatible ideas of matrimony. The role as registrar could help to prepare them to discover the values of the Catholic matrimony.

4.1.2. The Registrar of Matrimony

As was mentioned above, the Javanese matrimony was the affair of the parents and did not have sacred significance. Now, for the civil administration all matrimonies had to be legalized in front of the official registrar of matrimony. The Dutch government in Indonesia had an idea that "all Javanese were Moelems." In order not to offend them for the administrative change, they appointed the penghulu to be the only official registrar. Since the penghulu was Moelem, all Javanese matrimones had a Moelem character. As a consequence, a number of catechumens left Father van Lith because after their matrimones they belonged to the Moelem flock.

Father van Lith wrote that as a matter of fact many Javanese were Moelems in name only. Therefore, thanks to his good relations with the governmental officials, he was allowed to register the matrimony of "his community," that is, groups of catechumens and sympathizers of the Catholic religion who had not yet decided to be catechumens. By registering their matrimones, he would be able to keep the status of the Javanese to keep the religious change.

---

194 P. van Lith to Mgr. Lyppen. Muntillan, [March 5/6], 1902. AAMAK. Map Muntillan.
to keep the new non-Catholic couples in his community. Moreover the requirements of the Catholic matrimonies were still too high for the Javanese. They needed to learn step by step about the Catholic religion and, as he added, the missionaries were not to require them to change radically:

"Just as the steps to become firm Catholics are long, also to understand the idea of Catholic marriage, the Javanese need some years of education. And they are not yet full Catholics. We cannot demand anything too radical from them, nature non facit saltus*31*.

Now Father van Lith asked the permission of the Vicar to be the official registrar of marriage, and not merely because he had gained the personal favour of the governmental officials. The permission of the Vicar was necessary in case the penghulu accused him of having worked illegally. Then Father van Lith stated that, as the official registrar, the matrimonies which he registered were not automatically considered to be a sacrament because not all the participants were Catholics.

Sometimes he had to register some cases of divorce. If they were not Catholics, they were not bound by the indissoluble character of the sacrament, and for the Javanese divorce was not something scandalous. He had to do it not because he approved of divorce but because it had a civil effect. And if they were Catholics he also recorded their divorce, nor to annul the sacrament, but, again, merely for administrative reasons. Fischer van Lith stated that what he did was canonically permitted, and he cited the practice in France as an example*32*. To confirm his


propose, he urged the Vicar to consider also the real condition of the mission:

"There is no theological problem in my request to be the official question of May or May 1901, but it is the question of opportunity or not-opportunity. Now we have a problem of matrimony for the Javanese Catholics, while we are in the midst of a non-Christian society. What can a priest do with these unbaptized inhabitants [Father van Lith called them 'the members of our community'] without violating the policy of the government?"

The clear and profound explanation of Father van Lith, which he wrote to clarify his practice and proposal, had its results. Some of the mission consultants went to Muntian and personally talked with Father van Lith for more information. Then on April 9, 1902, Father Hellings, in his capacity as the Superior Missionary, sent a letter to Mr. Luyten informing him about the opinions of some consultants concerning the request of Father van Lith:

"I enclosed here the opinions of two consultants on the question of the practice of Father van Lith concerning the marriages at Muntian. I want to add also that no one in the mission has more an objective and impartial judgement than Father van Lith. Moreover, his spiritual zeal is great and without selfishness.""

In May, 1902 the consultants of the mission decided that Father van Lith could continue his practice as a registrar of matrimony. They also approved his method in handling the problem of matrimony.

---

204 P. van Lith to Mr. Luyten, Muntian, March 5/6 and 7. 1902. Zibidan, Map Muntian. "In general, that in these cases the theological question is not so clear. In the Muntian case the problem was that a pastor had done something that could be considered a violation of church law. See also "Het gebied van de Javan," p. 10.

205 G. Hellings to Mr. Luyten. Surabaya, April 9, 1902. AAZK, Map Semang. "Hierbij ingelezen de eenheid van twee PP. Consultoren in de huwelijkspraktijke Van Muntian. Ik vond overtuigend dat geen mens in de missie werkzaam was meer objectief onpartijdig oordeel ondertekend dan P. van Lith van het elders toege in te zien in het toezicht en zijn pleitzetter in zeer groot aantal enige zelfsucht." See also R. Engbers to the Superior Missionary. Surabaya, March 10, 1902. Zibidan, Map Muntian; G. van den Nevele to the Superior Missionary. (Mapeling), April 15, 1902. Zibidan, Map Muntian.
among the Javanese, and the Javanese Catholics in particular. Mgr. Luyten, however, remained opposed to the decision of the mission consult. The Vicar judged that the role as registrar and the method of Father van Lith concerning matrimony was pernicious:

"The consult at Magelang last May decided to approve the practice of Father van Lith. I cannot share the decision of the consultors. I was and remain against the method of Father van Lith. After reflecting upon the method of Father van Lith (concerning the question of matrimony) I find it pernicious."

4.1.3. The Practical Solution

In the question of the Our Father, Father van Lith had problems with Father Hoevenaar, his own co-worker in the Javanese mission, while Mgr. Luyten and the Superior Missionis did not take either side, but remained neutral. In the question of the Javanese matrimony, however, the situation was totally different. Though both questions arose in the same period, his practice and method in handling the question of the Javanese marriage were approved by the Superior Missionis and the consultors, but the Vicar and Father Hoevenaar were opposed. It is understandable if Father van Lith himself considered his situation in those years as casus conscientiae.

Twenty years later, 1921-1923, some missionaries questioned again the practice of Father van Lith concerning the Javanese matrimony.

---

194 The note was written and signed by Mgr. Luyten. The note, however, was without date and address. Since it was enclosed in the letter which was received from the Superior Missionis, most probably it was sent to the Superior Missionis to express his position towards the decision of the Consultors. Zibesec, mag. Senerang, in het consult te Magelang ( Mei 1921) werd besloten dat P. van Lith kon doorgaan. Persoonlijk kom ik mij niet vereenigen met het genoemde dat Consultoren was en blijf tegen die handelingen van P. van Lith. Ik echter nogmaals benadruk dat ik in de wijzen van werken van P. van Lith (met betrekking tot de huwelijksreken) verderfelijk vind.

195 F. van Lith to Mgr. Luyten, Muntian. (March 5/6, 1922). MAJAK. Map Muntian.
marriage and custom. It should be remembered, however, that these missionaries were not the then-consultors or those who took part in the discussion in 1900-1902; only the Vicar remained the same. Mgr. S. Luypen. Their judgement that Father van Lith had underestimated the canonical regulations concerning marriage, Church authority, and moral theology became indication that Father van Lith continued his method in handling Javanese marriages regardless of the disapproval of Mgr. Luypen - but with the approval of the consultors and the Superior Missioins.  

Father van Lith was convinced that his role as the registrar of marriage was pastorally necessary and canonically permitted. He was aware that theoretically it could be discussed, but he asserted, after learning the Javanese culture, his position could be tolerated also from the theological point of view. Then, in those years Mgr. Luypen himself used to consult Father van Lith in theological and canonical matters. The disapproval of Mgr. Luypen towards the practice of Father van Lith, therefore, was not for theological or canonical reasons but rather in its practical applications. The writings of Father van Lith in 1921-1923 seemed to be an effort to explain the reasons for his firm position.

To simplify the problem of mixed-marriages, for example, Mgr. Luypen suggested to Father van Lith that he baptize the future bride. For the Vicar it seemed to be the easiest and best solution. By baptizing her, the letter of dispensation was not necessary and therefore they could celebrate their marriage on the date which


In 1900-1902 the consultors were Frs. G. van den Hove. D. Oomen, C. Hennekens, P. Engels. The Superior Missionaries was Father J. Meulder. In 1921-1923, those who questioned the practice of Father van Lith were Frs. Schmedding. P.J.W. Mulder. The Vicar remained the same: Mgr. S. Luypen.
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they had chosen. However, this was contrary to Father van Lith's principle. He never accepted the idea of baptizing people without enough preparation. Moreover experience showed that in practice after the marriage the wife would become Catholic because it was the religion of her husband. In other words, there were different applications of the canonical regulations. Mgr. Luypen's proposal was for the sake of the regulation itself while Father van Lith's application was for the sake of pastoral education. Father van Lith applied what Mgr. Luypen proposed only after due preparation.

Since Father van Lith persisted in his practice of handing the mixed-matrimony, Mgr. Luypen required him to do it according to the Canonical requirements such as the letter of dispensation, and the written promise which obliged the non-baptized wife to educate the children according to Catholic principles. As was mentioned above, in the beginning Father van Lith tried to do it. Then he left off the procedure because he judged it impossible and unnecessary. It was impossible because most of the girls were illiterate. It was unnecessary because it was the husband who decided everything. Therefore the wife could not be obliged to do something beyond her (traditional) right. In other words, the obligation was already included in her role as the wife.

The general policy of Father van Lith became more complicated when the number of Catholic and educated girls increased, thanks to the school of Mendut, the Catholic school for girls run by the Franciscan sisters. Usually the Javanese parents would not impede

---

35 "Het Javansche huwelijk in verband met beuwillidens," p. 4;
their daughters from becoming Catholics. About marriage, however, the parents continued to consider it as their affair. In some cases, the man (in this case is the non-baptized and future husband of the Catholic girl) had declared to become Catholic even before the marriage. It is understandable partly because having an educated wife was still very rare and partly because the alumnas of Mendut were strongly attached to "their Catholic education". In this case there was no problem. The problem could arise when the choice of the parents' girl, that is, the man (non-baptized and the future husband of the Catholic girl) did not express his position clearly.

In the later case, when the bridegroom was Moslem while the bride was Catholic, Mr. Loyben demanded the non-baptized to make a written promise that the children would be baptized and educated Catholic, that the wife could exercise freely her religion, and that the non-baptized respected the indissoluble and monogamous characters of the marriage. For pastoral reasons again, Father van Lith limited the demands of the Vicar to the oral promise. His reason was that the Javanese did not have the same idea of a promise as the Westerners had. According to Father van Lith, in the Javanese usage a condition or a promise could be easily interpreted as a sign of rejection. Then he insisted that to win the sympathy of the Javanese, the Catholic Church should respect their feelings:

"If the husband permits his children to be baptized, it is because for the Javanese all religions are good. It could be that one day the husband himself wants to become a Catholic. It is not because the Catholic religion is better than his past religion but because the Catholic religion is also good. In Java, the Catholics are the smallest part of the society. We, the Catholics, can win the sympathy of the Javanese to our


religion only if we avoid disturbing their religious feelings, that is, by not imposing, as far as possible, any kind of written obligation or promise on them."

Father van Lith was the only missionary who knew profoundly the Javanese customs. Certainly, his repeated references to the Javanese customs for not following the canonical requirements could annoy the other missionaries. As regards the Javanese usages in general, the question about marriage seemed to be the main concern of the missionaries. The other usages, such as circumcision and "alamanan or kendurah," however, could not be ignored because they, especially the "alamanan or kendurah," were significant usages in the social life of the Javanese.

4.2. THE CIRCUMCISION AND THE OTHER USAGES IN JAVA

In the pastoral practice, the question of circumcision was closely connected with the marriage of the Javanese Catholics. In the mixed-marriage, for example, the non-baptized was obliged to make a written declaration which obliged her/him to follow some directions of the Catholic Church. One of the obligations was not to circumcise their future son(s). Because circumcision with the religious meaning was considered to be contrary with the Catholic tradition. As was described in the previous pages, Father van Lith did not apply these canonical regulations in a certain degree.


34 F. van Lith to Mgr. Luyten, Muntilan, March 21, 1922, AANJ, Map Muntilan.
avoid offending the cultural and religious sentiment of the Javanese.

The Catholic Church regarded the Jewish, Moslem, or any other religious and tribal circumcision as a visible sign of membership. On the other hand, according to the Catholic teaching "the physical circumcision has been fulfilled and made perfect in Jesus, that is, through baptism. Therefore baptism was the only visible sign of Catholic membership. The restriction of the circumcision in the Catholic Church, according to Father van Lith, was based on the interpretation of St. Paul's letter to the Galatians: "Listen! I, Paul, am telling you that if you let yourselves be circumcised, Christ will be of no benefit to you." (Gal. 5, 2)"

Among the Catholic missionaries in Indonesia, especially in Java, the question of circumcision was real. In order not to repeat the error of the Protestant zending among the Javanese, Father van Lith did a personal study on the matter. He was convinced that the correct understanding of the missionaries and Church authority on the issue would lead also to a just treatment. According to his observations, the restrictions which were based on prejudice would be more harmful than helpful for those who sincerely wanted to embrace the Catholic faith.

---


179 Ibidem, p. 1. "Het verkeerde opwelling van beemijdens leidt tot verkeerde handelingen, die niet completen moeten worden, of andere tot verkeerde bepalingen, die niet vrijgesteld, of bepaalingen, die niet genomen moeten worden, en voor den mislukking een blik aan 't been zijn. Voor het volk een ervarings en voor de verspreiding van het evangelie een hinderpas!"
4.2.1. The Practice of Circumcision in Java

The results of Father van Lith's personal observations showed that circumcision was a common practice in most continents. It was not only the subject of study by the anthropologists, but also by theologians, historians, and physicians. According to Father van Lith there were two different practices of circumcision in the Indonesian archipelago: Polynesian, and Arabic or Moslem. He stated that the practice of circumcision in Indonesia had already existed before the arrival of Islam. The awareness of these different practices was necessarily emphasized so as not to identify easily the practice of circumcision with the Moslem religion.

Then Father van Lith tried to describe the difference between the practice in the Polynesian and Arabic/Moslem backgrounds. Just as in the Jewish tradition, so in the Moslem tradition the circumcision was done in the early years. In the Polynesian and other traditions the circumcision was done at the age of puberty. According to the tradition of these regions, the circumcision was celebrated as the rite of initiation to adulthood. It was the second birth in which the boy was considered to be ready to become a full member of the community, to carry out his rights and obligations in the tribal life. With the circumcision, the boy was liberated from a certain taboo and had the right to begin a new family life.

The arrival of Islam in Java also influenced the practice of circumcision. In the beginning, Islam was the religion of the kings in the north costland of Java while the hinterlanders maintained their Buddhist or Hindu tradition. When the Moslem influence increased, then the practice of circumcision was also added with the Arabic prayer. For the Javanese it did not signify much as long

---


as the tradition itself continued. In the course of time, however, in some parts of Indonesia the circumcision was considered to be a religious obligation, an Islamisation. The circumcision was a visible sign of conversion to Islam."

4.2.2. The General Policy of Father van Lith

Father van Lith emphasized that the question of circumcision in Java had to be confronted proportionally. First of all it could not be treated as seriously as the other questions, such as the issues of cannibalism or headhunting. It was not a question of dogmatic theology or principle but rather a question of strategy and policy. Moreover, he asserted, Java had a tropical climate. Therefore the hygienic point of view should be considered before any decision on the circumcision was taken.

Secondly, Father van Lith referred his position to the policy of Francis Xavier and the other missionaries in the Moluccas before the arrival of the Dutch Company in 1600, and the practice of the Dutch missionaries in Flores at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The missionaries did not ban the practice of circumcision partly because the Muslim influence in those regions was not yet so strong and partly because the missionaries realized that circumcision had lost its sacred and religious meaning. About

---


the strategy of the Catholic Church in Java. Father van Lith only recommended a cautious attitude.

Then Father van Lith described the cause of the irreparable rupture between the Dutch and the Javanese Protestants some years before he initiated his work at Munjilan. He described the Dutch Protestant authority as "without doing enough study or observation"... that circumcision was a pagan practice and therefore had to be abandoned and abolished. In the meantime Sadrach, the guru of the Javanese Protestants, kept the practice and permitted the Javanese to maintain it. Father van Lith himself judged the attitude of the Protestant authority as follows:

"... arrogance and a tactless attitude have blinded their eyes and led to misunderstanding. The incorrect understanding led to a fatal decision. The foolish decision caused the loss of trust among the natives"

After describing the traditional position of the Church on the question of Circumcision, its backgrounds and practices in Java, Father van Lith exposed his position. Principally he did not oppose the practice of circumcision among the Catholics in Java because it no longer had a religious meaning. He opposed, however, the addition of the Arabic prayer in the circumcision or circumcision itself if it was regarded as the sign of conversion to Moslems. It could be that the prayer was only a formality. However, he asserted, for the pastoral education of the new Catholic converts the firm refusal to pronounce the Arabic prayer certainly would

readen van het gebruik gaat verloren".


186 "So Dumitrescu op Java," p. 6, "Bij Wil ik waarschijnlijk, dat het optreden der beslissingen van Wilhelms niet aan bijzonder worden toegekend. Zeer natuurlijk kreeg het noorden sijn, dat hun rassen waard en het gevolg hiervan het onnatuurlijk optreden, het zien van het vertrouwen der inlanders hun de bogen boven verbindt en tot een noodzakig nieuwstand en een owaag besluit geuit heet".
bring a great benefit for their living faith”. The policy of Father van Lith Concerning the Circumcision in Java was then applied also for the other traditional usages in Java such as alamalam, kendirah. Father van Lith was well aware that the Javanese were very much attached to their adat, the traditional custom or usages of the Javanese”. Adat, according to Father van Lith, played an important role in the social life of the Javanese people”. Therefore, he strongly and repeatedly emphasized that becoming Catholics did not mean leaving their Javanese identity. Admittedly some usages could be abused, but they could be also purified and elevated to higher meaning:

"The Javanese are very tolerable people because for them all religions are good, and in this case they are very different from us. This always becomes my policy: to go along with them first, only then speaking; by so doing I can speak frankly with a thought in that mind, that is, I must not be stubborn.

Cf. “De bewijzijden op Java,” p. 2 and 6. “Het verwoelen van Javanesche gebeden bij de bewijzijden is van islamitisch standpunt beschouwd niet vanzelf waardevol, naar van grootte bevatting is het niet. Laten wij het onnodig streng zijn tegenover de bewijzijden alsMaleis gebruik en hygieniek voordeed. Laten wij van den anderen kant met alle macht ons verzeten tegen de abracadabra gebeden, die aan de bewijzijden zijn toegevoegd. Al zijn zij, in het oog dat Javannen veelzijdige formuleringen, toch is het voor ons een krachtig bewijzijden van levend geloof in de reinigende wateren van het doopgel in Christus, dat de pia beslister Javannen openlijk weigert de manne- daeische gebeden toe te laten.”

See also “Vladi Saldroh. Same les voor ons uit de Protestantische Zending van Midden-Java.” pp. 151-166.

“Adat” is traditional behaviour or custom or usages of the Javanese people. Folk-ways. Alamalam is a practice of offering food to a transcendental entity asking for protection/torture, or liberation from difficulties, or it can be an expression of gratitude. Kendirah is a Javanese custom in which the neighbours are invited to have a meal and to pray together for a certain intention.

Related: “Een door ons uit de Protestantische Zending van Midden-Java.” pp. 144. “Hen is u bevaarde, dat, als een Javaas het Christendom aanzien, zijn landbewoners, zowel de minders als de voornemen, kon verwijten, dat hij heeft ongehouden Javaan te zijn. Omdat hij met de Javaansch adat heeft gebroken. Dat verkrijt door den Javaanschen Christen niet slechts weinig waar waardige dan, maar ook het diepste zijner zielen, want er is voor den Javaan haat niet, aangezien, zoowel waterden, als de adat, de voornemenelijke gewoonten. The letters and other writings of Father van Lith confirmed what he described in this opinion.”
"What about the Javanese adat such as slamelan, kendurén? I always recommend the Javanese Catholics to join as a part of social life, but with the Catholic prayer. We must not oppose it. The problem is not Mary or Maria, but have we or have not to: it is a question of strategy.

And the Javanese puppet-show ("wayang") and dance? They can be abused. But we have to try our best to purify them, and to elevate them to a nobler meaning, and not merely abolish and throw them away. The people need good entertainment, because good entertainment strengthens and makes better the moral life of people."**


"En Javan is zoo weegzame en verschilt drar in voorseel van ons. Alge gods-diensten zijn groot, is een woord, dat men op de lippen ligt besturen. Hijn taktiek is steeds geweest eerst mee te gaan en daarna te praten en dan zag hij he heel wat zeggen; maar altijd, kijk je zoo weegzame zijn. Hij heeld andere vraag is deze. Mag de missionaris een Christen Javan toelaten een slavet te gaan. Neen. dat niet, als alles onverwoord blijft, maar zeker wel, als de derpged verheugd in den schutspatroon ... en verder de Arabische gebeden verwoven door Christen gedeelt. Het is geen kwastie van nogen en niet-mogen, moeten en niet-moeten. Het is op de eerste plaats een kwastie van taktiek. Wij hebben reeds gezien, dat aan den tegensmaat van eenig verbond is het pogentoonaal of de wayang en wij kunnen er nu nog bijvoegen ook het tijdebek of dealeveet. Hoewel eens deze dins kan nagezegd worden en wordt misbruikt voor onnodige bedenkingen. Hetzelfde kan gezegd worden voor het poppengevel. Ook dit is in zich zelf niet slecht, maar het kan slecht gemaakt worden. Wij katholieken zullen er daarom naar streven beide te zuiveren en te verheffen, niet zo eenzijdig weg te banen of geheel te doden. Het volk heeft behoefte aan gepaste uitspanning en gepaste uitspanning verbetert en behoudt de goede zeden".
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MISSION-MAP OF INDONESIA IN 1928

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1940-1964</td>
<td>Mgr. Albercus Soegijapranata, SJ</td>
<td>The Vicar/Archbishop of Semarang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996-1997</td>
<td>Mgr. Ignatius Buharyo, Fr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Vicar/Archbishops of Jakarta (3/1/1961):**
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1961-1967</td>
<td>Mgr. Y. Nelissen, Fr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-1967</td>
<td>Mgr. L. Prinzen, Fr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-1967</td>
<td>Mgr. Y. R. Scholten, Fr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-1967</td>
<td>Mgr. Y. Grooff, Fr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-1967</td>
<td>Mgr. P. M. Vanzeck, Fr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-1967</td>
<td>Mgr. A. C. Claessens, Fr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-1967</td>
<td>Mgr. A. C. Claessens, Fr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-1967</td>
<td>Mgr. Leo Sokkori, SJ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE CHRONOLOGICAL EVENTS IN THE CATHOLIC CHURCH
AND THE JESUITS/FATHER VAN LITH IN INDONESIA

1546-1677: Frans Bierer and the Jesuit missionaries
work in the Moluccas.

November 9, 1577: The treaty of peace between the
King of Siam and the VOC banishes the presence
of the Catholic Church in the Archipelago. The last
two Jesuits are expelled.

May 4, 1607: Pope Pius V erects the Apostolic Prefecture
of the Netherlands Indies, "Nissao Belgica".

1610: Pope Pius II elevates the mission of
Indonesia to the Apost. Vicariate of Bantam.

1464?: "Dood's Affair" / "Nota der ponen".

July 9, 1599: Two first Dutch Jesuits arrive at Jakarta.

1593-1597: Fr. Palarius Steal, SJ is appointed to be
the first Jesuit as the Vicar of Bantam.

July 9, 1603: Frs. E. van den Elzen and J. Faiilocke arrive
in Indonesia.

1512: Fr. van Lith born at Oirschot, a
small town between Tilburg and Eindhoven.

1581-1589: Fr. van Lith's formation
September 12, 1591 Fr. van Lith enters the
Philosophy at Stonyhurst, England.

1593-1595: The Bantu Chinees at\nBatavia, teaching mathematics and English
literature.

1595: The theology years at Roestricht.

September 4, 1596: the ordination to the
priesthood at Mastricht.

1597-1599: The Jesuits arrive in
Java.

1599: The first Jesuit (Fr. van Lith) arrives in
Java.

1601: The foundation of the Apostolic Prefecture
of the Netherlands Indies, entrusts to the

1604: Fr. Martens joins the staff at\nMantle.

1604: The decisive conversion at Koekawa.
1940: Fr. Geurtsma leaves the Javanese mission, "back to Africa."
1946: Three Javanese students arrive at Hurstville.
1950: Two students arrive at Hurstville with two Javanese students.
1953: The opening of the new church at Hurstville.
1955: Fr. van Lith is appointed to be the deacon of the Jesuit Province of the Netherlands.
1958: Fr. van Lith is appointed to be a member of the Ministry Commission, working into the political activity.
1962: The opening of the new church at Hurstville.
1966: The Jesuits at Hurstville are admitted to the mission at Malang, the Netherlands.
1963: The opening of the new church at Hurstville.
1967: Fr. van Lith returns to the Netherlands for medical treatment. In four years, besides writing the church reports, he attends the mission congress at Medan and Tironti.
1972: The opening of the Minor Seminary at Yogyakarta.
1978: The opening of the Minor Seminary at Yogyakarta.
1984: The opening of the Minor Seminary at Yogyakarta.
1986: The opening of the Minor Seminary at Yogyakarta.
1990: The opening of the Minor Seminary at Yogyakarta.
1940:
The foundation of the Apostolic Vicariate of

1951:

March 22, 1952:
The Jesuit mission of Indonesia is elevated
to the status of the Independent Region

September 6, 1971:
The Jesuit Province of Indonesia becomes the
Jesuit Province of Indonesia. Father Antonius Slocker, S.

nota bene

De Molines, is appointed to be the first Jesuit
Provincial of Indonesia
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